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Disclaimer
This report has been prepared based on a thorough and diligent examination of current
data available and on reasonable assumptions. Because market conditions, including
economic, social and political factors, change rapidly and often without warning, any
projections of future performance are projections only and are not in any way
guaranteed.
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Executive Summary
Key findings of this study are summarized below:

Market Research
•

The Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail (GRST) in its current condition is not market
ready and requires a phased implementation of improvements in order to begin
increasing local, regional and eventually destination use and securing the
associated economic benefits from this visitation for the region.

•

The market research literature reviewed and the local interviews conducted
support the proposition that, with improvements, the Gold Rush Snowmobile
Trail has the potential to become a unique and competitive experience for
snowmobilers in the winter, and off-highway vehicles (OHV’) in the
spring/summer/fall thereby generating economic returns for local communities
along the Trail on a year round basis. The new proposed marketing name “Gold
Rush Recreation Trail” (GRRT) captures this four season use, although for legal
purposes, the name Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail will be maintained as per
current legislation.

•

In order to secure these economic returns, investment in trail maintenance and
development is essential in three primary areas:
o to create circle tours from urban centres (Kamloops, Williams Lake, Quesnel,
Prince George),
o to create a cruising corridor for multi-day touring and to access a series of
destination play areas, and,
o to build connectors to these destination play areas and to local services and
amenities such as lodging, fuel, restaurants and retail.

•

It is important to note that while the specific sector groups (snowmobiling,
quads/ATV’s/sidexsides, dual sport) support this direction for the Gold Rush
Snowmobile Trail, broader community support has not yet been tested. While
much of the network of trails needed to create the proposed experience for
target markets is already in place, it will be important to continue to reach out to
local communities (First Nations and non-First Nations) to understand how they
would like to be involved in the implementation of the proposed business plan.
A series of information sessions for First Nations is planned for early October
and the proposed Regional Management Committee structure recommended
below will allow for this engagement to occur.

Economic Impact
•

It is possible to estimate the economic impact opportunity available from an
investment in the GRRT by utilizing findings from existing economic impact
studies from a number of jurisdictions throughout North America. While a more
formal input/output modelling would generate more accurate economic impact
assessments for the GRRT, the application of spending patterns from other
jurisdictions to estimates of trail user days on a year round basis with a focus on
snowmobiling and OHV’s gives rise to approximately $17 million in cumulative
direct spending over a ten year time frame.
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Best Practices/Transferable Lessons
•

Five jurisdictions were selected for study in order to identify critical success
factors and transferable lessons for the Gold Rush Recreation Trail including:
o Valemount, BC
o Ontario
o Saskatchewan
o Alberta
o Wisconsin

•

Jurisdictions where snowmobiling is flourishing as an economic driver exist
within a legislative framework that permits snowmobiling everywhere, except
where specifically prohibited. This contrasts the model here in British Columbia
where snowmobiling is not allowed anywhere except where permitted. In
particular, in Saskatchewan all Crown Land is open for snowmobiling and it is
permissible to ride on any highway right of way. Road crossings are legal
provided the sled is registered. In order to encourage registration, the
registration fee includes $200,000 of liability insurance. Further liability
insurance coverage can only be secured with valid registration. In Ontario,
legislation dating to 1973 permits snowmobiles to travel anywhere in the
Province except where prescribed.

•

British Columbia must consider a legislative framework that is more permissive
in terms of recreational vehicle use of road rights of way, road crossings etc.
Provided registration is mandatory along with liability insurance, this more open
framework will support the development of trail use and the associated
economic benefit arising from convenient access to accommodations, fuel,
restaurants, retail etc.

•

Jurisdictions typically generate revenues for reinvestment in trail maintenance
and development from either vehicle registration fees that are collected by
government and redirected to the provincial/state organization
(Saskatchewan/Wisconsin) or from sale of trail passes. Wisconsin also receives
funding from the State Gas Tax associated with estimated snowmobile gas
consumption by residents and visitors.

•

The success of mandatory trail permits depends either upon an extensive
enforcement network such as the Ontario/Wisconsin model or a limited number
of access points to the trail system as is the case in Valemount. Given the
unlimited number of access points to the Gold Rush Recreation Trail, similar
enforcement of mandatory trail pass purchases would be virtually impossible.

•

The Gold Rush Recreation Trail must be supported by a combination of revenues
arising from Provincial registration and licensing of outdoor recreational vehicles
and from non-mandatory trail pass sales. It is critical that the ORV and NRRA
legislation currently being drafted generate a pool of funds for trail development
and maintenance as well as address current challenges associated with road use,
road crossings and conflicts with extractive industries such as mining and
forestry.

•

The Gold Rush Recreation Trail must offer experiences based around
communities as well as connections between communities. These experiences
should include access to destination play areas as well as circle tours easily
accessed from regional population bases.
-6-
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Proposed Concept
•

The proposed concept for the GRRT upon implementation of the phased trail
development and maintenance strategies is a groomed and maintained cruising
corridor from Clinton to Barkerville that offers multi-day itineraries as well as
preferred access to a series of high-value destination ‘play’ areas (lakes, alpine
areas etc.). The GRRT will be the primary route for regional population bases
drawing from Prince George, Williams Lake, Quesnel, Kamloops, Clearwater, the
Okanagan and the Lower Mainland to access two circle tours encompassing the
northern region around the GRRT (Prince George/Williams Lake/ Quesnel/
Wells/Barkerville) and the southern region around the GRRT (Clinton/70 Mile/
Green Lake/100 Mile).

Trail Development/Maintenance Strategies
•

In order to create this market-ready experience in a manner that will fulfill the
demands of motorized recreationalists from local and regional markets, a series
of phased improvements in the GRST and its maintenance are recommended.
Recommended new trail development is minimal. Rather, connections to existing
trail systems are made in three phases along with connections to services and
amenities found in communities along the GRST.

•

Phase I is a pilot phase which leverages the strengths of the trail systems already
managed by the actively engaged 100 Mile/Green Lake/Interlakes Snowmobile
Clubs and creates a circle tour in the southern region. Lessons from this pilot
phase will be applied in subsequent phases. Key elements of Phase I include:
o
o
o

o
o
•

Connect existing trails managed by 100 Mile/Green Lake/Interlakes
Snowmobile Clubs (see associated mapping)
Continue ‘spine’ of GRST by addressing bridge crossing at Likely
Formalize legal connections to communities to permit access to
services/amenities including fuel, accommodation, restaurants (see
associated mapping)
Groom and maintain official trails to market ready standard
Ensure appropriate signage is in place

Phase II expands the GRRT ‘system’ by connecting to existing trails around
Williams Lake as well as connecting to trail systems in and around
Kamloops/Clearwater. Key elements of Phase II include:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Improved connection from Te Nee Ah lake lodge north to Barkerville and
Wells.
Connect GRRT to Williams Lake via existing trails thereby expanding the
‘system’
Connect GRRT to Kamloops and Clearwater via existing trails further
expanding the ‘system’
Groom and maintain official trails to market ready standard
Identify / confirm high value riding areas along the GRRT to diversify
product mix
Ensure appropriate signage is in place
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•

Phase III further expands the experiences available to riders of the GRRT by
connecting to Quesnel and Prince George via existing trails. This completes a
northern circle tour experience. Key elements of Phase III are as follows:
o
o
o

•

With the GRRT ‘system’ complete by the end of Phase III, ongoing phases require
maintenance of the experience to market ready standards. Key elements of Phase
IV and beyond are:
o
o

•

Connect GRRT to Quesnel and Prince George via existing trails
Groom and maintain official trails to market ready standard
Ensure appropriate signage is in place

Groom and maintain official trails to market ready standard
Ensure appropriate signage is in place

Recommended maintenance standards are two-tiered. Initially, existing
provincially recognized trail systems will be connected through a series of trails
presently utilized but not well maintained. These connector trails will be joined
and maintained to a base standard to allow safe passage, marketing and
promotion of community and club connectivity on a more formal basis. Once
established, an expansion of the trail systems width, grooming frequency and
quality will increase with usage and funding.

Marketing/Sales Strategies
•

A series of phased marketing and sales investments will be required to build
awareness and interest in the GRRT in identified target markets. These efforts
will run in parallel to trail development and maintenance to ensure that promises
made in the market place relating to visitor experience, will in fact be delivered
upon on the ground.

•

Marketing and sales efforts will focus upon the highest return strategies
including:
o
o
o
o
o

o

An engaging and interactive web presence that has high search
engine placement
Active social media engagement (Facebook, Twitters, YouTube) with
communities of OHV enthusiasts
New trail map collateral (hard copy and downloadable)
Leveraging of local club efforts and a presence at club events
A proposed festival in winter and then subsequently a second festival
in summer, in order to create a focal point of interest and excitement
that will then build demand throughout the season
Development of a mobile application for trail riders

Partnership Opportunities
•

A fundamental contributor to the success of the GRRT will be its ability to
leverage resources for trail development and for marketing with other private
and public sector organizations in such a way that all partners receive benefit. A
preliminary assessment of partnership opportunities has been conducted and
considerable interest and support for the GRRT identified. Partners have been
categorized as follows:
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o
o

o
o

Local and provincial recreation clubs/associations representing a
variety of potential trail users;
Local, regional and provincial tourism marketing and economic
development organizations responsible for the promotion of visitor
experiences;
Potential funding partners
The Province of British Columbia – various Ministries – Transportation,
Rec Sites & Trails, Jobs, Tourism & Innovation

•

There is strong interest in working collaboratively to develop the GRRT as a
major corridor connecting communities and ‘play areas’ and in formalizing one
or more circle tours for the enjoyment of club members and visitors to the
region.

•

The majority of clubs operate with very limited funding and while they are willing
to work collaboratively and can offer some volunteer time and assistance for trail
maintenance and development, there is a need to find external funding to ensure
quality and consistency of experience for all users.

•

The majority of clubs host several events each season for their members and
once the GRRT is further developed, they would include a portion of the trail in
their event roster to build awareness and use. Most clubs would also be
interested in participating in a summer or winter festival and in working together
to create an enjoyable event for their members and visitors to the region.

•

Local, regional and provincial marketing organizations welcome the concept of a
market-ready trail experience for visitors and would include the GRRT in their
marketing strategies promoting it on their websites, in their media outreach and
in other promotional vehicles that they utilize (regional travel guides etc.). They
would further support a new summer and winter festival and promote it if the
events were of sufficient quality and scale to attract overnight visitation to their
destination/region.

•

A number of funding partnerships are available to support the early investments
in capital and operating costs including continued support from the Cariboo
Chilcotin Beetle Action Committee (C-CBAC), Northern Development Initiative
Trust (NDIT), Western Economic Diversification (WED) and the Community
Infrastructure Improvement Fund.

•

Provincial support and coordination is required that crosses a number of
provincial Ministries including Transportation, Jobs, Tourism & Innovation and
others. Legislation is required to enforce registration/licensing of OHV’s with a
portion of the funds collected reinvested in trail development and maintenance.
Road crossings, use of resource roads, rail crossings, use of Crown land, liability
to local clubs are all challenges that are currently limiting the economic benefits
arising from the GRRT and other trail networks throughout the Province.

Governance Considerations
•

In order to successfully raise funds and implement the recommendations of the
Business Plan for the GRRT and secure the $17 million in direct economic
benefits that are estimated to accumulate to businesses in the region over the
next 10 years, it will be necessary to establish a leadership entity and
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governance model. Key characteristics of the proposed governance model
include the following:
o Private sector and business led to ensure implementation to secure
maximum economic benefit occurs
o Provincially coordinated to ensure that challenges associated with
road crossings, trail development and maintenance etc. are
expeditiously addressed
o Geographically representative of the region from Clinton to Barkerville
without being overly cumbersome in size
o Strong representation from local recreational clubs who will lead the
majority of on-the-ground effort supported by external funding and
resources
•

A GRRT Regional Management Committee (RMC) is proposed that will be Chaired
by Provincial Rec Sites & Trails and includes representation from five distinct
cohorts each of which would work on local priorities and would become actively
engaged as the proposed phasing in their jurisdiction is underway. These
cohorts are proposed to be:
o
o
o
o
o

•

Clinton, 70 Mile
100/108 Mile, Lac La Hache, Canim Lake
Williams Lake, 150 Mile
Horsefly, Likely
Quesnel, Wells, Barkerville

Membership in each cohort would include local tourism operators, local
recreational clubs, local First Nations and local municipal/regional district
governments.

Funding Considerations
•

Eventually it is anticipated that the Province of British Columbia will enact
legislation mandating registration and licensing of OHV’s and that a portion of
fees collected will be reinvested in trail development and maintenance
throughout the Province including the GRRT. However, until such legislation is in
place, it is necessary to consider other sources of funds to support the
implementation of the GRRT Business Plan.

•

A number of funding partners may be approached for one-time support including
NDIT, C-CBAC and WED. Both regional marketing organizations (Cariboo
Chilcotin Coast Tourism Association (CCCTA) and Northern BC Tourism
Association (NBCTA)) can be approached for marketing support. However, a
sustainable source of funds must also be identified to support ongoing trail
maintenance and promotion once the initial investments have been made to
create a market-ready product and heighten market awareness.

•

The lessons from other jurisdictions indicate that the only other viable source of
revenues for the GRRT beyond mandatory registration and licensing would be the
voluntary sale of trail passes. Multiple access points and lack of enforcement
mechanisms do not support mandatory trail pass sales. While there will be some
resistance to purchasing trail passes particularly by local resident users, once the
quality of experience is established and more regional visitation is achieved, trail
pass sales are estimated to generate approximately $200,000 per year on a year
round basis.
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Summary Conclusions/Next Steps
•

The GRRT has the ability to become a self-sustaining trail system that will
generate significant economic benefit for communities in the Cariboo-Chilcotin
region. However, early investments in capital improvements ($140,000) and 4
years of operating subsidies ($566,000) must be supported before this selfsustaining capacity is reached in Year 5. As well, it should be noted that
breakeven is only just achieved by Year 5 – no significant surpluses are
anticipated. Therefore, should rider days decline below estimates or payment
participation levels not be achieved, revenues will not be sufficient to cover
estimated operating costs. Ideally, as noted above, the Provincial government
will move towards a trail development and funding model that incorporates OHV
registration and licensing and utilizes a portion of fees collected for investment
in the provincial trail system including the GRRT, thereby reducing the
investment that must be supported by voluntary trail pass sales

•

The following next steps are recommended:
o

o

o

o

o

o

Formation of a Regional Management Committee for the GRRT
that includes representation from private businesses, local
recreation clubs and local communities including First Nations
along the GRRT in a series of five cohorts all chaired by the
Province
Continued funding support from New Pathways to Gold Society to
permit the Regional Management Committee to engage consulting
resources to execute next steps in the GRRT Business Plan on
behalf of the Committee
Further engagement and information sharing with First Nations
communities have traditional territories along the trail to build
support and understand how they would like to participate in the
governance structure and ongoing business model (meetings
planned for October, 2012)
Application for funding support from potential partner
organizations including NDIT, C-CBAC and WEDC for Phase I pilot
improvements in the area from Clinton to 108 Mile House in order
to create the southern circle tour and begin promotion of the
GRRT to target markets through website development, social
media engagement, new collateral, winter/summer festivals etc.
Continued advocacy for Provincial legislation to address OHV
registration and licensing, use of roads/trails and the creation of
a provincial fund for investment in trail development and
maintenance
Site inspection of entire length of the GRST to confirm cost
assumptions underlying capital and operating cost estimates
contained herein.
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Introduction
The Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail (GRST) was formally endorsed by the provincial
government in 1999 during a Premier’s Summit on Economic Development
Opportunities in the Cariboo-Chilcotin Region of British Columbia. The intent was to
create a snowmobile trail network with the objective of linking smaller, isolated
communities throughout the region. The GRST is located in south-central British
Columbia, extending from the Village of Clinton to the District of Wells. Its proposed
alignment is approximately 463 kilometers in length incorporating the communities of
70 Mile House, 100 Mile House, Horsefly and Likely.
Investments have been made in trail improvements including a $600,000 investment
partnership between New Pathways to Gold Society and the District of 100 Mile House
which secured provincial and federal funding to clear the existing trail of blowdown and
dead/dying mountain pine infested trees from 70 Mile House to just south of Horsefly in
2009 and 2010. Despite this investment, the GRST currently experiences low levels of
awareness and visitation and associated economic benefits to communities along the
trail have been modest.
The GRST has the potential to contribute to local economies in the region provided the
experiential needs of a group of targeted users are clearly defined and then delivered
upon. As well, the GRST must be effectively promoted and marketed to grow visitation
and secure these returns for local communities. All of these activities require
sustainable long-term funding and a form of governance to guide implementation of a
set of clearly defined strategies.
With funding support from the Cariboo-Chilcotin Beetle Action Coalition, Cadence
Strategies and Remote Control Consulting were engaged by New Pathways to Gold
Society to develop a business plan for the Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail that includes
strategies for its long term sustainability, adaptation and success as a multi-use trail and
regional economic catalyst. To achieve long term success the following principles and
activities were incorporated in the business planning process:







Market research based understanding of potential users offering the
highest economic returns to local communities and definition of their
experiential needs;
Translation of the needs of these targeted users into management and
maintenance strategies for the GRST including consideration of trail
heads, grooming, maintenance, trail amenities etc.;
Identification of resources required to deliver the defined experience to
targeted users;
Recommendation of a governance structure for GRST management to
facilitate implementation of recommended strategies;
Identification of sustainable long term funding sources including
consideration of partnerships, licensing fees, user fees and other funding
opportunities;
Targeted marketing and promotional strategies to build awareness,
consideration and visitation

The business plan that follows is designed to address the following project objectives:



To develop a Business Plan for the Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail
To identify key strategies for the development and marketing of the trail
including target markets, promotion and marketing
- 12 -
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To identify key strategies to ensure maximum economic benefit can be
derived within the communities along the trail
To identify key strategies for maintenance, grooming, signing and trail
head development
To identify key strategies to promote the trail as a multi-use four season
trail, including marketing to other seasonal recreational clubs
To identify groups responsible for the current and future management of
the trail
To promote and increase the usage of the Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail
To source and identify funding strategies to aid in the above objectives
with the final goal of managing a financially sustainable trail system

Cadence Strategies (Suzanne Denbak) and Remote Control Consulting (Doug Washer)
would like to acknowledge and thank Gord Rattray and Steve Law representing New
Pathways to Gold Society for their continued guidance throughout this project. As well,
the advice and input received from the Steering Committee in the June 21, 2012 review
is gratefully recognized.

Current Situation
On February 11 to 14, 2012 Doug Washer of Remote Control Consulting inspected the
trail in the company of Steve Law, DWB Consulting Services. The tour began at Clinton
and was conducted primarily by 4x4 truck with limited snowmobile access due to poor
snow conditions. The following summarizes key findings and implications for business
plan development arising from an assessment of the current condition of the Gold Rush
Snowmobile Trail.

Summary Findings
The trail in its current condition is not market ready and requires a phased
implementation of improvements in order to begin increasing local, regional and
eventually destination use and securing the associated economic benefits from this
visitation for the region. The following Google Earth maps on the disc accompanying
this report outline the proposed phased implementation of future product and
promotional efforts:
Regional Map - identifies current routing of the GRST, community connectors and
regional marketing area.
Phase 1 Map – The Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail – Current Routing with proposed
interconnectivity to existing managed snowmobile trail systems and targeted marketing
and development zones.
Phase 2 Map – Urban areas and required completion of the GRST and connections to
existing regional trail infrastructure; local high value riding areas and broader
marketing outreach zones including Williams lake, Kamloops and Clearwater.
Phase 3 Map – Existing managed trails, potential destination play areas and connectivity
to larger communities including Prince George, Quesnel; expanded regional marketing
focus to the Okanagan.
Phase 4 Map - Expanded marketing zone with identified managed trail networks and
target market potential. Identifies multi use and recreation trail systems in the broader
region.
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“Managed Rec. Trails” Map - Identifies all provincially managed recreation trails by subregion and activity.
“Population Base” Map - Identifies major communities and population base for the
regional marketing zone.
“Winter-Fest” Map - Proposed host facility and location for a winter based festival
outlining activity listing and trail connectivity.
“Product Promo Map” (Sample) - Highlights focused amenities, play areas and trails for
the Clinton trail riding area and can be replicated for all regions as required.

Clinton to 108 Mile House
The GRST begins in Clinton, population 578, which offers a number of quality services
and amenities for recreationalists but does not offer reliable snow conditions. Trail
heads and staging areas require some level of maintenance for parking and access to
trails. This segment of the trail is used by the 100 Mile Snowmobile Club, the Interlakes
Snowmobile Club and the Green Lake Snowmobile Club. The trail is primarily road
based and there is significant blowdown of beetle kill rendering the off-road trail very
slow and cumbersome in areas. As a result, trail usage is variable with snowmobilers
utilizing nearby roads and alternate routes that are easier to traverse at speed.
Furthermore, active use by the mining and forestry sectors creates challenges associated
with trail conditions on shared roads that require resolution.
70 Mile House offers more reliable snow conditions and easier access between the GRST
and town although a small feeder road would be required. The GRST does connect to
100 Mile House, population 1,885, services and amenities directly and improved
connections are required to secure greater usage and associated local spending.
Near the trail in this region are a number of ‘play’ areas including the Green Lake and
Interlakes areas for snowmobiling in winter and hiking and fishing in the
spring/summer/fall. The elevations of the Marble Range offer opportunity for a
mountain riding experience however the Marble Range Park plan would require
modification to allow snowmobile use. Carson Mountain permits snowmobiling
currently. This terrain will appeal to Off Highway Vehicle (OHV’s) riders in summer as
well. There is potential to develop a southern circle tour connecting the Trail to
Kamloops where there is a large population base and strong interest in both
snowmobiling and OHV Activities.
This area presently offers an extensive network of provincially designated trails as
identified in the mapping which connects to larger communities and therefore is of high
value to incorporate in the marketing and product mix for the region. This area also
acts as the gateway to the entire GRST and is therefore worthy of special recognition
from a marketing and promotional perspective.
Services and amenities are noted on the Google Earth mapping of the area.
Reference map – “Product Promo Map” (Sample)
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108 Mile House to Horsefly
The GRST in this region suffers from the same challenges associated with tree fall on the
off road trails and shared use on the roads. However, this area offers the greatest
number and highest quality of services and amenities including accommodations such
as Hills Health Ranch, 108 Mile Ranch and Ten-ee-ah Lodge. Other services and
amenities are noted on the mapping for this region.
Connections from the GRST to 108 Mile House and to these accommodations require
improvement in order to secure greater usage and associated returns from local
spending.
The Lac La Hache road crossing as it exists today presents some risk to snowmobilers
crossing the highway but opportunities to improve this crossing do exist in the vicinity.
Local stakeholder involvement would be required.
The bridge crossing at Likely is presently a challenge but local residents are engaged
and working toward a solution with local land owners and government in identifying
alternative routes to the existing bridge crossing over Horsefly River along the Upper
Horsefly Road.
Williams Lake, population 11,150, is home of the Williams Lake Powder kings (WLPK’s).
This larger market of snowmobilers and OHV’rs currently accesses the GRST
occasionally via a network of unmarked forest service roads and trails. There is
potential to create a northern circle tour encompassing Williams Lake to 100 Mile House
in the South and to Likely and the Spanish Mountains and Yanks Peak in the North to
where they currently transport their snowmobiles for day trips. The Yanks peak riding
area is presently managed by the Williams Lake Powder Kings who are also signatories
of the management agreement responsible for the maintenance of the GRST.
Existing and potential destination play areas in this segment of the trail include:Yanks
Peak, Spanish Mountains and Bald and Angus peaks to the north en route to Barkerville.
Reference maps
Phase 1 Map – The Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail – Current Routing with proposed
interconnectivity to existing managed snowmobile trail systems and targeted marketing
and development zones. Existing and potential destination play areas - Yanks Peak,
Spanish Mountains and Bald and Angus peaks to the north en route to Barkerville
“Managed Rec. Trails” Map - Identifies all provincially managed recreation trails by subregion and activity.

Horsefly to Likely
The trail from Horsefly to Likely is primarily road based and experiences similar
challenges with trail maintenance and lack of grooming.
Amenities and services offered in this segment of the trail are minimal and are noted on
the mapping. Basic food services, fuel and accommodation are available in both
communities. This section of trail is well suited as a scenic, primary access route to
high value play areas just north of Likely.
Access from Williams Lake to Yanks Peak is via Likely where fuel and services are
available. Snowmobiles are transported via truck and then off loaded to access Yanks
Peak riding area which is maintained by the Williams Lake Powder Kings.
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Access from Quesnel is also through the Likely community.
Destination play areas that could be accessed include: Yank’s Peak and Bald Mountain
Riding areas which have mixed terrain types from forested trails to sub alpine with
limited alpine terrain available. Spanish Mountains offer a more diverse experience with
limitations due to a caribou recovery management plan in place with the local clubs.
Reference maps:
Phase 1 Map – The Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail – Current Routing with proposed
interconnectivity to existing managed snowmobile trail systems and targeted marketing
and development zones.
“Population Base” Map - Identifies major communities and population base for the
regional marketing zone.
“Managed Rec. Trails” Map - Identifies all provincially managed recreation trails by subregion and activity.

Likely to Barkerville
The GRST from Likely to Barkerville is not currently defined but trails in the area are
managed by the Williams Lake Powder Kings to Yanks Peak and beyond to Barkerville
through the Bald Mountain Play area.
Barkerville represents a potential opportunity for both winter and summer use by
connecting this network of trails to larger communities to the north such as Prince
George.
Access from Prince George is 190 km’s via Quesnel to Wells. Currently, snowmobiles
are transported via truck, unloaded at the trail heads to ride various destinations such
as Bald Mountain or Yanks Peak.
Existing and potential destination play areas include Yank’s Peak and Bald Mountain
Riding areas which have mixed terrain types from forested trails to sub alpine with
limited alpine terrain available. Spanish Mountains offer a more diverse experience with
limitations due to a caribou recovery management plan in place with the local clubs.
The Barkerville heritage site offers another reason to ride, particularly for the family
market from neighbouring urban centres such as Williams Lake, Quesnel and Prince
George.
Caribou Recovery area maps identify specific areas prohibited to snowmobiling in this
region which are in part, monitored and managed by the snowmobile clubs in the
corridor. A comprehensive four year (2002 - 2006) summary of the Quesnel Highland
Snowmobile Mountain Caribou Monitoring Project is available for reference on
management strategies going forward.
This area has an extensive network of existing trails and is one of the higher value play
areas in the region. For this reason, consideration of this area in the earlier stages of
product development and marketing initiatives is recommended.
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Reference maps:
Phase 1 Map – The Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail – Current Routing with proposed
interconnectivity to existing managed snowmobile trail systems and targeted marketing
and development zones.
“Population Base” Map - Identifies major communities and population base for the
regional marketing zone.
“Managed Rec. Trails” Map - Identifies all provincially managed recreation trails by subregion and activity.

Target Markets and their Experiential
Requirements
Summary Findings
The market research literature reviewed and the local interviews conducted support the
proposition that, with improvements, the Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail has the potential
to become a unique and competitive experience for snowmobilers in the winter, and OffHighway Vehicles (OHV’s) in the spring/summer/fall thereby generating economic
returns for local communities along the Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail on a year round
basis. For marketing and promotional purposes, it is proposed that the Trail be
renamed the Gold Rush Recreation Trail (GRRT) in order to reflect this year round use.
However, for legal purposes, its current name would be maintained as it is referred to
the Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail in supporting Provincial legislation that would be
difficult to amend.
In order to secure these economic returns, investment in trail maintenance and
development is essential in three primary areas:
o to create circle tours from urban centres (Kamloops, Williams Lake, Quesnel,
Prince George),
o to create a cruising corridor for multi-day touring and to access a series of
destination play areas, and,
o to build connectors to these destination play areas and to local services and
amenities such as lodging, fuel, restaurants and retail.
There is also limited potential to develop summer mountain biking and winter Nordic
experiences although extensive trail systems already exist and are likely sufficient for
current demand. Horseback riding and hiking experiences are not considered target
markets as tourism providers in these markets already have extensive private trail
systems that are considered adequate.
It is important to note that while the specific sector groups (snowmobiling,
quads/ATV’s/sidexsides, dual sport) support this direction for the Gold Rush Recreation
Trail, broader community support has not yet been tested. While much of the network
of trails needed to create the proposed experience for target markets is already in place,
it will be important to continue to reach out to local communities (First Nations and nonFirst Nations) to understand how they would like to be involved in the implementation of
the proposed business plan. A series of information sessions for First Nations is
planned for early October and the proposed Regional Management Committee structure
recommended below will allow for this engagement to occur.
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Overview of Market Research
Market research available through a variety of sources was reviewed and analysed for
any implications relevant to the sustainable development of the Gold Rush Recreation
Trail. This research included activity focused market segments such as snowmobiling,
fishing, hiking and touring (see Sector Research) as well as statistics related to travelers
in the region today (see Visitor Centre Research). In large part, the literature reviewed is
of relevance to market-ready product that is attracting destination visitors. As noted in
the current situation analysis for the Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail, the trail itself is not
yet a market ready experience for destination visitors.
Since much of the available research will not have implications for the Gold Rush
Recreation Trail until it becomes market ready and attracts longer haul visitors, the
literature review was supplemented with interviews with local tourism operators and
recreation clubs in order to more clearly understand the local perspective and to assess
the opportunity to build local and regional awareness and usage.
Key findings from the Sector and Visitor Centre market research are included below
along with associated implications for the GRRT. These findings reflect both an
understanding of the research itself along with knowledge of the GRRT arising from the
current situation analysis. Highlights of interviews with local businesses and
organizations are also summarized (See Local Research).

Sector Research
Tourism British Columbia has analysed several activity based sectors that are potentially
relevant to the Gold Rush Recreation Trail. The focus of this research is on the Canadian
and US markets as these markets represent the greatest proportion of visitation to
British Columbia. Highlights of this research are provided below.

Snowmobiling Travelers
Highlights of Sector Research:
 5% of Canadian and American travelers to BC participated in snowmobiling
activities; snowmobiling was a trip motivator for only 2% of Canadian and
American travelers to BC
 Both US and Canadian markets indicate a male skew for those participating and
motivated by snowmobiling activities; 67% of Canadian travelers motivated by
snowmobiling activities were male; 60% of Americans who participated in
snowmobiling while on a trip were male
 All age groups are represented until reaching 55 years – then significant drop off
in participation levels; Canadians are somewhat younger than US counterparts
with larger proportion in the 18-34 year range
 Largest proportion of US day use snowmobilers were 45-54 years; while
overnight touring from the US market was in the majority 18-34 years of age
 Affluent – both Canadian and US snowmobilers report annual household incomes
>$100,000
 Snowmobilers are frequent travelers compared to general population of visitors
to BC
 Other popular activities for Canadian snowmobilers include swimming in lakes,
city strolls, motor boating; American snowmobilers also visit amusement parks,
sun bathe, sit on a beach and swim in the ocean
 A detailed description of snowmobiling travelers is found in Appendix A to this
report.
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Implications for GRRT – While this market research would indicate that the
market is a younger, male demographic, in reality this segment is more
likely to pursue mountain riding opportunities. The experience on the GRST
is more likely to appeal to a regional family market and an older male
demographic (35-55 years) interested in cruising, staying overnight in
comfortable accommodation, frequenting local pubs/restaurants etc.

Cycling and Mountain Biking Travelers
Highlights of Sector Research:
 Male skewed (especially in those whose trip motivation is cycling as opposed to
those who participate in cycling only as part of their trip); this male dominance is
even more pronounced in visitors from the US vs. Canada
 Canadian cycling travelers are young – largest group is 18-34; 85% are under 55
 Largest age segment from the US is 45-54 years; 75% are under 55 years
 Larger proportion of US cycling travelers were 65 years+ compared to Canadians
 Canadian and US cycling travelers are high income earners ($100,000+)
 Most have completed post-secondary education
 Mountain biking in particular attracts a young, male target from the Canadian
market – are also affluent and educated
 Overnight touring from the Canadian market is also strongly male dominated,
young, affluent and educated
 The US market is also strongly male dominated for overnight touring and
mountain biking; less so for same day excursions
 Of the estimated 7 million US travelers to BC in the study period, 14%
participated in a cycling activity and 5% stated it was their primary motivation for
at least one overnight trip
 Cycling travelers are frequent travelers compared to general population of
visitors to BC
 Other popular activities for cycling travelers include swimming in lakes, city
strolls, visiting national or provincial parks, sunbathing, sitting on a beach,
hiking; US cyclists were also interested in visiting historic sites and buildings
Implications for GRRT – The touring cyclist requires a compact and
consistent cycling surface and is not suited for the GRRT. Mountain bikers
will accept a Forest Service Road for a portion of their trip but only to access
the single-track that they are seeking. Since a high percentage of GRRT is
road based, it does not create a desirable mountain biking experience; the
portion of the trail that is off-road is not suitably maintained for cycling
experiences and would require significant single-track development. There
are other, more appealing mountain biking destinations compared to the
GRRT throughout the Province for destination travelers. The local and
regional markets in Prince George, Quesnel, Williams Lake, Kamloops all
have extensive mountain biking trails very close to home – see Local
Research.

Hiking Travelers
Highlights of Sector Research:
 Canadian pleasure travelers who have been to BC and participated in hiking
activities in the study period were slightly more likely to be female (52%) than
male; the reverse is true from the US where hiking participants where 54% male
 Motivated hiking travelers from Canada are equally male/female; motivated
American hiking travelers are more likely male (64%)
 Motivated hikers are young 18-34 years
 Higher percentage of American hikers are older than their Canadian counterparts
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Moderate to affluent incomes; well educated
Overnight backpack trips attract a younger, male dominated market from both
Canada and the US
36% of Canadian pleasure travelers to BC participated in hiking and 10% were
motivated to take their trip for hiking activities
Participation and motivation rates were similar for American pleasure travelers to
BC
Motivated hikers are more frequent travelers than the general population of
visitors to BC
Other popular activities for Canadian and US hikers include city strolls, visiting
national/provincial parks, swimming in lakes, visiting historic sites
Implications for GRRT - high percentage of trail is road based and does not
create a desirable hiking experience; trail that is off-road is not suitably
maintained for hiking experiences and does not offer sufficient ‘destination’
appeal to justify trip. Existing tourism operators offering hiking experiences
utilize their own trail system which is considered sufficient – see Local
Research.

Touring Sector Travelers
Highlights of Sector Research:
 Touring travelers are defined as those who have taken an organized or guided
group tour or self-guided tour while on a trip
 Among Canadian touring travelers in the study period, a slight majority was
female; the reverse is true from the US where the slight majority is male
 Approx. 1/3 of Canadian touring travelers were between 18-34 years of age
 American touring travelers were generally older with ¼ aged 65 or older
 ¾ of both Canadian and American touring travelers were adult only households
 Affluent and well educated from both markets
 Self guided tours are typically younger; guided tours often older/seniors
 Participation rates in touring activities are high amongst Canadian pleasure
travelers to BC (37% include a guided tour and 44% include self-guided touring in
their trip itinerary)
 American participation rates are even higher with 54% including guided tours
and 44% including self-guided tours on their trips
 Touring travelers are frequent travelers relative to general population of visitors
 Other activities enjoyed include city strolls, visiting historic sites/buildings,
visiting national/provincial parks and natural wonders
Implications to GRRT – summer touring travelers along Highway 97 will not
currently be attracted to the experience offered along the GRRT as they do
not generally travel with appropriate equipment. The appeal of the GRRT in
the near term is activity focused i.e. snowmobiling, side x sides/quads.
Eventually, once the economic impact of these activity based visitors
reaches a critical level, it is likely that new business ventures will open
offering ½ day and full day side x side tours, equipment rentals etc. to those
traveling along the highway on a touring vacation.

Fishing Sector Travelers
Highlights of Sector Research:
Freshwater anglers:
• Are male dominated particularly those who travel specifically to fish vs. those
participating in fishing while on a trip to BC
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are generally >45 years of age (some younger Canadian demographics in the 1834 age group)
Are frequent travelers – several trips per year
Are affluent (if they are traveling to their fishing destination vs. regional anglers)
Are largely from BC (78%); others are from Canada and US (Washington,
California and Oregon) – small numbers from overseas
Have a long history of fishing in BC
Canadians rate experience highly; Americans less so
Use friends recommendations to influence travel choices

Implications to GRRT – There is some potential to incorporate angling into
spring/summer/fall promotion of the GRRT(and ice fishing into winter
experiences) particularly to those visitors from local and regional markets who
are also using quads/side x sides to access the destination play areas.
Marketing efforts targeting anglers should recognize the older, male skew in
demographics.

Visitor Centre Research
Cariboo Chilcotin/108 Mile House Tourism Trends
Tourism BC conducted a study to profile visitors who use the South Cariboo Visitor
Centre at 100 Mile House in terms of traveler and trip characteristics. Travelers were
interviewed at both the Visitor Centre and at 108 Mile House Heritage Site. The Value of
the South Cariboo Visitor Centre Study, March 2007, Tourism BC indicates that travelers
at both the South Cariboo Visitor Centre and 108 Mile House are fairly similar with
respect to their market origins. At the South Cariboo VC, 55% of travelers were from
British Columbia, 21% were from international countries other than the US, 13% were
from other provinces in Canada and 12% were from the US. At the 108 Heritage Site, the
proportion of travelers from British Columbia (52%) and from other provinces in Canada
(10%) was slightly lower, whereas, the proportion of travelers from other international
countries (23%) and the US (14%) was slightly higher.

At both the South Cariboo VC and 108 Heritage Site, the majority of travelers from
provinces outside of British Columbia originated from Alberta (60% South Cariboo VC;
54% 108 Heritage Site) and Ontario (22% South Cariboo VC; 25% 108 Heritage Site).
Fewer travelers were from Saskatchewan, Quebec, Manitoba, Newfoundland/ Labrador,
Nova Scotia, North West Territories and the Yukon.
The largest proportion of US visitors is from Washington (28% South Cariboo VC; 35%
108 Heritage Site), Oregon (16% South Cariboo VC; 14% 108 Heritage Site) and California
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(13% South Cariboo VC; 15% 108 Heritage Site). US visitors also came from thirty-one
additional states, most popular of which were Arizona, Alaska, Colorado, Texas, Idaho
and Hawaii.
At the South Cariboo VC and 108 Heritage Site, most overseas travelers were from
Europe (96% for both locations), while fewer were from Asia/Pacific (3% South Cariboo
VC; 4% 108 Heritage Site).
With respect to age and education, there were no practical differences between
respondents at the South Cariboo VC and 108 Heritage Site. At both locations, over
two-thirds of travelers were 45 years of age or older (70% South Cariboo VC; 69% 108
Heritage Site). Three-fifths of respondents at each location (61% South Cariboo VC;
59%108 Heritage Site) had at least a diploma or a university degree.
At the South Cariboo VC, the highest proportion of travelers came from households with
annual income of $25,000 to $49,999 (28%). Over a third (36%) of travelers at 108
Heritage Site came from households with annual income of $65,000 to $99,999.
The average travel party size at the 108 Heritage Site is 3.1 people with 32% traveling
with children. The majority of those surveyed were traveling for leisure purposes (76%)
or to visit friends and family (22%). Most travelers used car/truck/motorcycles (84%) or
RV/Camper (15%) as their primary mode of transportation.
59% of travelers surveyed at 108 Heritage Site had a primary destination within British
Columbia; 13% were touring with no primary destination and 28% had a primary
destination outside of BC. Their primary motivation for travel is to spend quality time
with family and friends (44%); to rest, relax and recuperate (16%) and to see natural
wonders and important natural sites (13%).
Travelers at 108 Heritage Site spend 19 days away from home including 12 days in BC
and 4 days in the South Cariboo. The majority of travelers (69%) were flexible regarding
trip activities in that they had less than a quarter of their trip activities in South Cariboo
planned before arriving in the region. 39% were very flexible with time in the region and
could extend their stay by a day or more while 35% were inflexible.
The most frequently cited activities by visitors at the 108 Heritage Site included visiting
a museum, heritage or historic site (79%), visiting parks (72%), participating in soft
adventure activities (70%). In terms of interest in activities on future trips, travelers were
most interested in visiting a museum, heritage or historic site (74%), visiting parks
(73%), participating in soft adventure activities (73%), shopping for local arts and crafts
(53%) and visiting a farm, farmers’ market, orchard or food processor (48%).
Implications for the GRRT – touring travelers through the region have some
flexibility in their itineraries to incorporate an experience along the GRRT such as
an ATV tour but they are primarily older and seeking ‘softer’ adventures. As noted
above in the Touring Traveler Sector Research, this is not a primary market for the
GRRT.

Visitor Centre Statistics
Visitor statistics were reviewed for Visitor Centres located at Wells, Williams Lake,
Quesnel, and 100 Mile for 2012 Year to Date. In all cases, the majority of non-local
visitors were from the BC market, followed by European visitors.
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Implications for the GRRT – Given the need for specialized equipment to experience
the GRRT, until visitation and spending stimulates the opening of more guided
tours/equipment rentals for international touring travelers, the local and regional
BC market represent the greatest opportunity markets for the GRRT.

Local Market Research
Interviews were conducted with a number of local tourism businesses and recreational
clubs along and in the vicinity of the GRRT. The following businesses and organizations
were interviewed in order to understand their perspective on potential markets and
experiences to be offered along the Gold Rush Recreation Trail:
Guest Ranches:
Hills Health Ranch – Pat Corbett Owner/Operator
Siwash Lake Ranch – Allyson Rogers Owner/Operator
Ten-ee-ah Lodge – Mani Bader – Owner/Operator
Recreation Clubs:
Quad Squad South Cariboo ATV Club – Ralph Matthews
Prince George ATV Club – George Hohnisch
Ridgeriders ATV Club (Prince George) – Gord Owen
ATVBC – Jeff Moore
Quesnel Snowmobile Club – Guy Berlinguette
100 Mile Snowmobile Club – Alan Reichart
BCORMA – Peter Sprague
BCSF – Erin Hart/Clayton Prince
Regional Destination Marketing Organizations:
Clint Fraser, Northern BC Tourism Association
Amy Thacker, Cariboo Chilcotin Coast Tourism Association
Highlights of these interviews by opportunity market are as follows:
Mountain Biking:
The highly sought mountain biking experience is single-track trail riding or downhill
riding. There are active cycling clubs in Prince George, Quesnel, Williams Lake and
Kamloops all of whom have or are presently investing in trail development in close
proximity to the urban centre. Consequently, regional markets will utilize the trail
system close to home; destination markets will travel to resorts such as Whistler, Sun
Peaks, Fernie, Rossland etc. that offer both downhill parks and extensive networks of
single-track trails such as the 7 Summit Trail in Rossland.
The following was extracted from www.hellobc.com:
Williams Lake:
There are more than 200 mountain bike trails in Williams Lake. The vast network of
trails in and around Williams Lake and De Sous Mountain have options for riders of all
skill levels and are fast becoming known as one of BC's best kept secrets by mountain
biking clubs and enthusiasts.
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Kamloops:
Kamloops' rugged canyons, logging roads, sliders, ramps, and kilometres/miles of
maintained riding trails provide ample terrain for all levels of mountain-biking
experience. Beginner-to-intermediate trails are found at the Paul Lake Circuit and Stake
Lake, while Kamloops Bike Ranch and Sun Peaks Resort provide more of a challenge.
Kamloops also plays host to some of the top-mountain biking races in Canada, including
the Intermontane Challenge, a five-day staged mountain-bike race covering
450km/280mi.
Kamloops Bike Ranch is the most technically advanced municipal bike park in Canada
attracting expert riders from around the world to its 26ha/64ac of gullies, silt bluffs of
pine trees, sagebrush, open grasslands, and elevation changes of 132m/432ft.
Horseback Riding
The Cariboo region is well known for its guest ranches and opportunities for horseback
riding. However, tourism operators such as Siwash Lake Ranch, Hills Health Ranch, Big
Bar Guest Ranch etc. are already accessing extensive trail systems either on private land
or tenured on Crown Land and those interviewed believed that these trail systems were
sufficient for current demand. As well, they noted that the experience being sought by
visitors is not road based so much of the GRRT would not provide a suitable experience.
Nordic
There are extensive nordic trail systems in all communities along and in the vicinity of
the GRRT. Specifically, Clinton offers the Big Bar Ski Trails (50 km) maintained by the
Snow JockeyClub. There are another 50 km of trails at 99 Mile and both 108 Mile Ranch
and Hills Health Ranch have an extensive nordic trail system. Quesnel utilizes the Hallis
Lake Trails for nordic experiences, Williams Lake accesses Bull Mountain and WellsBarkerville has 100 km of groomed trails.
Given that the majority of nordic skiiers will drive to the trail system and then ski in a
loop for a ½ day to a day and return to their vehicle, it would appear that the existing
trail systems in the region meet demand and a significant investment in the GRRT to
create a multi day nordic experience is not warranted.
Snowmobiling
There are several local snowmobile clubs operating in the vicinity of the Gold Rush
Recreation Trail including Green Lake Snowmobile Club, Interlakes Snowmobile Club,
and 100 Mile Snowmobile Club. Regionally there are also the following clubs: Williams
Lake Powder Kings, Quesnel Snowmobile Club, Prince George Snowmobile Club and the
Kamloops Snowmobile Association. All those contacted believed that there would be
strong interest in both circle tours and multi-day excursions along the length of the
GRRT provided suitable investment was made in trail maintenance and connections to
services and amenities existed (accommodations, fuel etc.).
Quads/Side x Sides / Dual Sport
Interviewees confirmed that there would be interest in experiencing circle or loop tours,
in a multi-day itinerary along the GRRT (a 3 or 4 day excursion with overnight stops at
accommodations along route) and in utilizing the GRRT to access destination play areas.
However, it was noted that at present maintenance is required to improve the trail and
that there are issues accessing communities and associated amenities that would first
have to be addressed.
An example of a highly successful trail system for ATV’s and side x sides that was
mentioned by one interviewee is the Hatfield McCoy Trail system in West Virginia which
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offers 500 miles of off-road trails. See www.trailsheaven.com for more information
including an economic impact assessment of the trail system.
Implications for the GRRT: The GRRT has the potential to become a unique and
competitive experience for snowmobilers in the winter, and OHV’s in the
spring/summer/fall thereby generating economic returns for local communities
along the Gold Rush Recreation Trail on a year round basis.

Estimated Economic Impact
Summary Findings
It is possible to estimate the economic impact opportunity available from an investment
in the GRRT by utilizing findings from existing economic impact studies from a number
of jurisdictions throughout North America. While a more formal input/output modelling
would generate more accurate economic impact assessments for the GRRT, the
application of spending patterns from other jurisdictions to estimates of trail user days
on a year round basis with a focus on snowmobiling and OHV’s gives rise to
approximately $17 million in cumulative direct spending over a ten year time frame.
Economic Impact extrapolation and assumptions are as follows (the reader is cautioned
that these estimates are very high level and subject to unpredictable conditions related
to weather, global economic and security events etc. and nothing in this report
constitutes a guarantee of these spending patterns) :
Winter:
•
•

•
•
•
•

133,000 snowmobilers in British Columbia
Gold Rush Recreation Trail attracts 5% of this population for an average of
1.5 days = 6,650 x 1.5 = 9,975 days (i.e. 50% stay for 1 day and 50% stay for
2 days)
Visitation grows to this level over the first three years then stabilizes at 9,975
days thereafter
Reality check – season is 150 days long = 9,975/150 = 66.5 riders per day on
the trail
Average spending is similar to Idaho and New Hampshire levels, say $80/day
Estimated spending 9,975 x $80 = $798,000 (this excludes capital
investments, insurance, registration and all indirect and induced impacts)

Spring/Summer/Fall
• Assume as many OHV’s as snowmobile days in Years 1, 2, 3; by Year 4 usage
grows 10% per annum over the previous year (reflective of growing
participation rates in this sector as compared to more stable participation
rates in winter snowmobiling)
Estimated Economic Impact – see spreadsheet attached as Appendix B to this report
• Total impact annually by Year 5 is estimated at $1.76 million (direct spending
only)
• Over a 10 year period, the estimated economic impact is $17 million in direct
spending into local economies
• Additional impacts would arise as new businesses ventures open offering
equipment rental, guided tours etc. These impacts have not been estimated
• Indirect and induced impacts have not been estimated
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•

Spending associated with capital purchases, maintenance of equipment have
not been estimated

Overview of Economic Impact Estimation
A web survey was conducted to identify economic impact studies conducted in various
jurisdictions. Reports were sourced for New Hampshire, Maine, Idaho, Ontario, Quebec,
Alberta as well as national studies in Canada and the U.S. Many of these studies are
aggregate in nature, using and input/output model approach to calculate total direct,
indirect and induced impacts on provincial or state economies. However, some average
daily spending figures were found that may serve as the basis for a ‘rough and ready’
extrapolation of economic impact for the GRRT.
Extracts:
“Average spending per visitor per day in New Hampshire was $67.07 per resident and
$88.30 from non-residents. In addition to spending on their trips, each snowmobiler
spends $1,830.00 annually on equipment, clothing, club membership, insurance, and
state license fees.” www.polarisindustries.com
“Snowmobile recreation is a high expenditure sport. People spend an average of $316
per person per trip, or $106 per person per day in Valley Country.” The study also
considered the impact of one new event drawing 800 spectators/participants (500
racers and their teams + 300 spectators staying 3 days). This event would generate
$224,000 in direct and indirect sales. The Economic Impact of Snowmobiling in Valley
Country (Idaho), University of Idaho
“There are 459K snowmobilers in BC and Alberta, making up 8% of the adult population.
Of these, 32% are frequent snowmobilers and 68% are occasional snowmobilers. Alberta
has more snowmobilers than BC does, despite the smaller population – with 325K
snowmobilers in Alberta compared to only 133K in BC, 2.4 times the number.” Tourism
BC – Situation Analysis for the Snowmobile Sector, Nov 2009
“The National Snowmobile Tourism Study also found that overnight snowmobile
travellers in British Columbia allocated 30% of their total trip spending to
accommodation. This represented the highest percentage on accommodation among all
regions studied. Food and beverage expenditures represented 23% of the total spending
of BC travellers while 21% was spent on recreation and entertainment.” Tourism BC
Snowmobile Sector Profile, April 2009

Best Practices and Transferable Lessons from
Other Jurisdictions
Summary Findings
Five jurisdictions were selected for study in order to identify critical success factors and
transferable lessons for the Gold Rush Recreation Trail including:
o
o
o
o
o

Valemount, BC
Ontario
Saskatchewan
Alberta
Wisconsin
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An interview guide was developed and utilized to solicit comparable information for
each jurisdiction. The success of these trail systems provides clear guidance for the
GRRT and the direction that must be pursued to permit long term success and
sustainability. Specifically, the following lessons in overall legislative framework,
governance and revenue generation are critical:

Legislative Framework
Jurisdictions where snowmobiling is flourishing as an economic driver exist within a
legislative framework that permits snowmobiling everywhere, except where specifically
prohibited. This contrasts the model where snowmobiling is not allowed anywhere
except where permitted. In particular, in Saskatchewan all Crown Land is open for
snowmobiling and it is permissible to ride on any highway right of way. Road crossings
are legal provided the sled is registered. In order to encourage registration, the
registration fee includes $200,000 of liability insurance. Further liability insurance
coverage can only be secured with valid registration. In Ontario, legislation dating to
1973 permits snowmobiles to travel anywhere in the Province except where prescribed.
Lesson: British Columbia must consider a legislative framework that is more
permissive in terms of recreational vehicle use of road rights of way, road
crossings etc. Provided registration is mandatory along with liability insurance,
this more open framework will support the development of snowmobile trail use
and the associated economic benefit arising from convenient access to
accommodations, fuel, restaurants, retail etc.

Revenue Generation
Jurisdictions typically generate revenues for reinvestment in trail maintenance and
development from either vehicle registration fees that are collected by government and
redirected to the provincial/state organization (Saskatchewan/Wisconsin) or from sale of
trail passes. Wisconsin also receives funding from the State Gas Tax associated with
estimated snowmobile gas consumption by residents and visitors.
The success of mandatory trail permits depends either upon an extensive enforcement
network such as the Ontario/Wisconsin model or a limited number of access points to
the trail system as is the case in Valemount. Valemount has a staging area for 100
vehicles that is staffed with 3-4 paid employees, seven days per week. Given the
unlimited number of access points to the Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail, similar
enforcement of trail pass purchases would be virtually impossible.
Jurisdiction

Primary Revenue

Secondary Revenue

Other revenues

Saskatchewan

Vehicle Registration

Sponsorships

Member fees

Alberta

Non-mandatory Trail Lottery Grants
pass
Mandatory Trail
permits
Registration/Gas Tax Mandatory Non
Resident Trail pass
Mandatory Trail
Sponsorships
Passes

Ontario
Wisconsin
Valemount, BC
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Lesson: The Gold Rush Recreation Trail must be supported by a combination of
revenues arising from Provincial registration of outdoor recreational vehicles and
from non-mandatory trail pass sales.

Trail Development/Maintenance
Successful jurisdictions such as Ontario, Wisconsin and Saskatchewan offer a trail
network of connections to communities in order to access accommodations, fuel and
other amenities. An important lesson is the need to create experiences around
communities such as circle tours first and then once established, growing awareness
and use then permits connections between communities to be sustainable.
All jurisdictions studied rely upon local clubs to conduct trail maintenance. Funding is
often provided by the state or provincial organization utilizing a point system such as
that employed in Saskatchewan. In order to ensure high quality and consistent
grooming, Provincial or State organizations typically provide grooming guidelines and
may conduct annual inspections.
Lesson: The Gold Rush Recreation Trail must offer experiences based around
communities as well as connections between communities. These experiences can
include access to destination play areas as well as circle tours easily accessed from
regional population bases.

Best Practice Case Studies
Detailed findings from the review of models found in Ontario, Saskatchewan, Wisconsin,
Alberta and Valement are found in Appendix C to this report.

Trail Development/Maintenance Strategies
Summary Findings
The proposed concept for the GRRT upon implementation of the following phased trail
development and maintenance strategies is a groomed and maintained cruising corridor
from Clinton to Barkerville that offers multi-day itineraries as well as preferred access to
a series of high-value destination ‘play’ areas (lakes, alpine areas etc.). The GRRT will be
the primary route for regional population bases drawing from Prince George, Williams
Lake, Quesnel, Kamloops, Clearwater, the Okanagan and the Lower Mainland to access
two circle tours encompassing the northern region around the GRRT (Prince
George/Williams Lake/Quesnel/Wells/Barkerville) and the southern region around the
GRRT (Clinton/70 Mile/Green Lake/100 Mile).
In order to create this market-ready experience in a manner that will fulfill the demands
of motorized recreationalists from local and regional markets, a series of phased
improvements in the GRRT and its maintenance are recommended. Recommended new
trail development is minimal. Rather connections to existing trail systems are made in
three phases along with connections to services and amenities found in communities
along the GRRT.
Recommended maintenance standards are two-tiered. Initially, existing provincially
recognized trail systems will be connected through a series of trails presently utilized
but not well maintained. These connector trails will be joined and maintained to a base
standard to allow safe passage, marketing and promotion of community and club
connectivity on a more formal basis. Once established, an expansion of the trail
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systems width, grooming frequency and quality will increase with usage and funding.
Initial trail width is recommended at 10 feet with grooming scheduled around key events
in various communities promoting access to these events by snowmobile. Expanded
trail standards of 14 feet with bi-weekly grooming and trail maintenance will be required
with increased usage due to expanded promotions and access to community
infrastructure.
Estimates of the capital and operating costs arising from these recommendations are
included in subsequent sections of this report.

Phase I – Pilot Phase – Winter 2013/14
Phase I is a pilot phase which leverages the strengths of the trail systems already
managed by the actively engaged 100 Mile/Green Lake/Interlakes Snowmobile Clubs
and creates a circle tour in the southern region. Lessons from this pilot phase will be
applied in subsequent phases. Key elements of Phase I include:
•
•
•

•
•

Connect existing trails managed by 100 Mile/Green Lake/Interlakes
Snowmobile Clubs (see associated mapping)
Continue ‘spine’ of GRRT by addressing bridge crossing at Likely
Formalize legal connections to communities to permit access to
services/amenities including fuel, accommodation, restaurants (see
associated mapping)
Groom and maintain official trails to market ready standard
Ensure appropriate signage is in place

Phase II – 2014
Phase II expands the GRRT ‘system’ by connecting to existing trails around Williams
Lake as well as connecting to trail systems in and around Kamloops/Clearwater. Key
elements of Phase II include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved connection from Te Nee Ah lake lodge north to Barkerville and
Wells.
Connect GRRT to Williams Lake via existing trails thereby expanding the
‘system’
Connect GRRT to Kamloops and Clearwater via existing trails further
expanding the ‘system’
Groom and maintain official trails to market ready standard
Identify / confirm high value riding areas along the GRRT to diversify
product mix
Ensure appropriate signage is in place

Phase III – 2015
Phase III further expands the experiences available to riders of the GRRT by connecting
to Quesnel and Prince George via existing trails. This completes a northern circle tour
experience. Key elements of Phase III are as follows:
•
•
•

Connect GRRT to Quesnel and Prince George via existing trails
Groom and maintain official trails to market ready standard
Ensure appropriate signage is in place
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Phase IV – 2016 and beyond
With the GRRT ‘system’ complete by the end of Phase III, ongoing phases require
maintenance of the experience to market ready standards. Key elements of Phase IV and
beyond are:
Groom and maintain official trails to market ready standard
Ensure appropriate signage is in place

•
•

Marketing and Sales Strategies
Summary Findings
A series of phased marketing and sales investments will be required to build awareness
and interest in the GRRT in identified target markets. These efforts will run in parallel to
trail development and maintenance to ensure that promises made in the market place
relating to visitor experience, will in fact be delivered upon on the ground.
Marketing and sales efforts will focus upon the highest return strategies including:
•
•
•
•
•

•

An engaging and interactive web presence that has high search
engine placement
Active social media engagement (Facebook, Twitters, YouTube) with
communities of OHV enthusiasts
New trail map collateral (hard copy and downloadable)
Leveraging of local club efforts and a presence at club events
A proposed festival in winter and then subsequently a second festival
in summer, in order to create a focal point of interest and excitement
that will then build demand throughout the season
Development of a mobile application for trail riders

Estimates of the costs arising from these recommendations are included in subsequent
sections of this report.

Phase I
In Phase I of trail development (winter 2013/14), the primary target markets are winterbased and local. From a marketing perspective, this is a foundational phase when early
investments in a strong web presence will begin.
A user friendly, easy to navigate and informative website is considered a priority for
promoting the GRRT. Most recreationalists have come to expect downloadable trail
maps, daily assessment of trail conditions, and other relevant information for planning
their trip. Web cams at select locations, links to Facebook, Twitter, YouTube for
frequent updates/comments by trail users will all serve to inform and intrigue residents
and visitors. This website development begins with an intuitive url to ensure high
placement in various search engines such as Google.
The website will also promote local services and amenities that can be accessed by trail
users including accommodations, supplies, fuel, restaurants etc. The Google Earth
maps that have been developed as part of this business plan can serve as the basis for
part of the website development. Ultimately, over the course of several years, the GRRT
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website should aspire to offer the type of functionality found in Ontario –
www.ofsc.on.ca . This website includes mobile applications and a wealth of information
for trail users.
The GRRT presence in Facebook, Twitter, YouTube etc. should also be launched to begin
the process of building a community of followers. It is important to note that successful
engagement in social media requires daily management and the provision of new and
exciting content, stories, photos and videos to keep members of the community as
enthusiastic followers. This will require dedicated and ongoing resources to yield
results.
As well, a new trail map should be developed and be downloadable from the website. It
should also be distributed with every trail pass purchase. This map would highlight the
GRRT ‘spine’ but would also identify the network of secondary trails in the region. The
trail map would also feature the dates of the upcoming winter festival to begin to build
interest in attendance.
Phase I marketing also relies upon building relationships with local clubs and a GRRT
presence at local club events, in local club newsletters and local club websites will serve
to grow awareness and visitation.
Finally, the Phase I marketing investment also envisions the launch of a Winter Festival
based in and around 100 Mile House to showcase the GRRT to local markets. A multiday event will be created, likely sometime in February when snow conditions are optimal
(date to be coordinated with other events throughout the Province). This event will be
jointly hosted by a number of recreation clubs representing snowmobiling, dog sledding
and Nordic recreationalists. A sample festival program would include events and
activities such as:
• Snowmobile poker run for charity
• Snowmobile drag race (lake run)
• Dog sled race
• Nordic marathon
• Kids loppet
• Pancake breakfast hosted by local service club
• Family concert
• Ice fishing derby
This event would be promoted in local newspapers and on local radio ideally through a
local media sponsorship.
Key partnerships in Phase I marketing include leveraged marketing investments with
Cariboo Chilcotin Coast Tourism Association and Northern BC Tourism Association
through their ‘Partners’ program.

Phase II
Phase II investments extend the marketing reach of the GRRT to include regional
markets of Williams Lake, Kamloops and Clearwater. Winter promotion utilizes the same
strategies: web presence; active engagement with social media; profile at local and
regional club events/newsletters; annual festival to showcase the GRRT experience.
However, content now grows to include spring/summer/fall experiences for OHV’s.
More functionality should now be included in the website in order to permit trip
planning for multi-day touring by regional visitors. Accommodators may wish to provide
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links to specific overnight package offers and the opportunity exists to feature sample
itineraries such as the Williams Lake circle tour or the Kamloops circle tour.
Enhanced social media content should be developed including video content of different
‘legs’ of the GRRT experience in both winter and summer.
Trail maps (on-line and printed) must be updated to reflect new trail connections and
grooming standards. Summer routing vs. winter routing should be clearly identified to
ensure hazards, environmentally sensitive areas are avoided.
The content of the Winter Festival should also be expanded to draw visitors from
regional markets. In its second year, it may be possible to begin to attract sponsors to
offset some of the costs of content development. The festival will continue to be
promoted on the website, on the trail map and in local/regional newspaper and radio
advertising.
With an enhanced product, it now becomes important to conduct ‘familiarization tours’
for local/regional media and an annual media tour is recommended in conjunction with
the festival in order to secure editorial coverage in local and regional daily newspapers.
As in Phase I, a presence with clubs (now expanded in number to include Williams Lake,
Kamloops and Clearwater as well as local clubs along the GRRT) remains important as
word-of-mouth is an important, low-cost marketing tool. The GRRT should participate
in local/regional club events and should be profiled in member newsletters whenever
possible.
Phase II marketing and promotion includes the launch of a new summer festival inviting
local and regional OHV (ATV/quad/sidexside etc) markets to experience the GRRT.
Working collaboratively with local clubs along the trail, a summer festival would
showcase the GRRT and build awareness and interest in visitation.
Key partnerships in Phase II marketing continue to include leveraged marketing
investments with Cariboo Chilcotin Coast Tourism Association and Northern BC Tourism
Association.

Phase III and Beyond
Marketing investments in Phase III and beyond will build upon the year round web
presence, social media engagement, editorial/media coverage, festivals content and
growing profile achieved in clubs in all target markets. The focus of marketing now
includes markets in Quesnel, Prince George, the broader Okanagan population and the
Lower Mainland.
During this phase, in addition to continuing to expand web content, continuing to
participate actively in social media and continuing to grow festival content and appeal, a
mobile application should also be developed for users of the GRRT. This application
should include points of interest, suggested itineraries and allow suppliers to showcase
real-time special offers to those utilizing the trail.
In addition to leveraged investment made together with Cariboo Chilcotin Coast Tourism
Association and Northern BC Tourism Association, cooperative promotions with the
TransCanada Snowmobile Trail (TCST) should also be considered at this stage. The
TCST incorporates a portion of the GRRT between Prince George and Kamloops and
offers a platform to reach a larger, national market.
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Partnership Opportunities
Summary Findings
A fundamental contributor to the success of the GRRT will be its ability to leverage
resources for trail development and for marketing with other private and public sector
organizations in such a way that all partners perceive benefit. A preliminary assessment
of partnership opportunities has been conducted and considerable interest and support
for the GRRT identified. Partners have been categorized as follows:
1. Local and provincial recreation clubs/associations representing a
variety of potential trail users;
2. Local, regional and provincial tourism marketing and economic
development organizations responsible for the promotion of
visitor experiences;
3. Potential funding partners
4. The Province of British Columbia – various Ministries –
Transportation, Rec Sites & Trails, Jobs, Tourism & Innovation
The following is a summary of common interview findings:
•

•

•

•

•

•

There is strong interest in working collaboratively to develop the GRRT as a
major corridor connecting communities and ‘play areas’ and in formalizing one
or more circle tours for the enjoyment of club members and visitors to the
region;
The majority of clubs operate with very limited funding and while they are willing
to work collaboratively and can offer some volunteer time and assistance for trail
maintenance and development, there is a need to find external funding to ensure
quality and consistency of experience for all users;
The majority of clubs host several events each season for their members and
once the GRRT is further developed, they would include a portion of the trail in
their event roster to build awareness and use. Most clubs would also be
interested in participating in a summer or winter festival working together to
create an enjoyable event for their members and visitors to the region;
Local, regional and provincial marketing organizations welcome the concept of a
market-ready trail experience for visitors and would include the GRRT in their
marketing strategies promoting it on their websites, in their media outreach and
in other promotional vehicles that they utilize (regional travel guides etc.). They
would further support a new summer and winter festival and promote it if the
events were of sufficient quality and scale to attract overnight visitation to their
destination/region.
A number of funding partnerships are available to support the early investments
in capital and operating costs including Cariboo Chilcotin Beetle Action
Committee, Northern Development Initiative Trust, Western Economic
Diversification.
Provincial support and coordination is required that crosses a number of
provincial Ministries including Transportation, Jobs, Tourism & Innovation and
others. Legislation is required to enforce registration/licensing of OHV’s with a
portion of the funds collected reinvested in trail development and maintenance.
Road crossings, use of resource roads, rail crossings, use of Crown land, liability
to local clubs are all challenges that are currently limiting the economic benefits
arising from the GRRT and other trail networks throughout the Province.
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A summary of potential partners contacted is included as Appendix D. Specific
partnership opportunities are described below.

Partnership Opportunities
The following partnership opportunities should be pursued in the implementation of
this business plan for the GRRT:

Local/Provincial Recreation Clubs
Partnerships with local recreation clubs are essential to the success of the GRRT.
Members of these clubs are not only the first users of the trail system generating
important word-of-mouth marketing but they are also critical resources for the ongoing
trail maintenance required. These clubs are volunteer-based and many are experiencing
declining membership. The demographic of remaining members is aging and
discretionary club funds are limited. While members are enthusiastic and willing to
help, when partnering with these clubs it will be important to clearly describe their GRRT
responsibilities and to provide adequate resources to allow them to execute grooming
and maintenance to market-ready standards. Inclusion of club representatives in a
regional governance model (discussed below) will be essential.

Local/Regional/Provincial Destination Marketing and Economic
Development Organizations
Communities and Regional Districts along the GRRT typically have funds available for
economic development with tourism identified as one potential growth sector. For
example, the Cariboo Regional District currently makes an annual allocation to tourism
development and promotion. As well, Tourism BC provincially and the Cariboo Chilcotin
Coast Tourism Association (CCCTA) and Northern BC Tourism Association (NBCTA)
regionally, have responsibility for the promotion of the GRRT region to regional and
international target markets.
All of these entities should be approached for leveraged investments in marketing and
sales efforts promoting the GRRT. Typically, the regional destination marketing
organizations work on the basis of 50% partnered dollars. Through the recommended
governance body (the Regional Management Committee described below), a cooperative
pool of marketing funds should be established that includes contributions from
communities/regional districts from their economic development portfolios and from
CCCTA/NBCTA.

Funding Organizations
Several funding organizations should also be as potential partners for implementing the
GRRT Business Plan. These organizations include Northern Development Initiative Trust,
Cariboo-Chilcotin Beetle Action Committee and Western Economic Diversification. Each
of these entities has a series of programs that may prove appropriate, including the
following:
Northern Development Initiative Trust (NDIT) (www.northerndevelopment.bc.ca )
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The NDIT Economic Diversification Infrastructure program supports projects that
diversify the economic base and could be approached for funding for trail development
and maintenance as outlined in Product Development/Maintenance Strategies.
The NDIT Marketing Initiatives program provides up to $20,000 for an initiative that will
directly increase revenues within the region. NDIT will provide $1.00 of funding for
every $2.50 of funding from other sources (to a maximum of $20,000). This program
could contribute to funds secured to implement the recommended Marketing/Sales
Strategies for the GRRT.

Cariboo-Chilcotin Beetle Action Committee (C-CBAC) ( www.c-cbac.com )
The Cariboo-Chilcotin Beetle Action Committee funds projects to assist communities
within in the Cariboo-Chilcotin region impacted by the mountain pine beetle epidemic.
Projects should demonstrate collaboration between First Nations, municipalities,
regional districts, provincial government and the private sector. As well, projects should
support sustainable regional economic, environment and social development and should
have effective implementation plans. The selection criteria include:
•
•

•
•
•

Strength of partnership participation (First Nations, local government, private
sector) and commitment made including leveraged resources
Clear demonstration of a full implementation plan that highlights how the
project will support regional economic growth and diversification, social
development or environmental sustainability
Establishment of a steering committee
Widespread benefit throughout the Cariboo-Chilcotin region
Clear timelines and ideally self-sustaining within two years

The GRRT project clearly meets all of the C-CBAC criteria and this funding source should
be approached for both Product Development/Maintenance Strategies and for
Marketing/Sales Strategies related to the GRRT.
Western Economic Diversification (WED) ( www.wd.gc.ca )
Western Economic Diversification Canada (WD) is responsible for delivering a variety of
national initiatives in the West, including:
•

The Community Infrastructure Improvement Fund - a new, two-year
national program that will invest over $46 million in the West for the
rehabilitation and improvement of existing community infrastructure that
is non-commercial and accessible to the public. A maximum of 50% of
project funding is available and while these funds appear to be directed
more toward physical assets like community and recreation centres, it
also identifies trail infrastrucure as a tourism asset that is eligible for
additional investment.

Provincial Government
The Province of British Columbia is an important partner for the GRRT on many levels.
Strategically, the licensing and registration of OHV’s must proceed in a timely manner,
through the completion and enactment of the Natural Resource Road (Trail) Act (NRRA)
with a portion of funds collected reinvested in trail development and maintenance
around the Province.
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Challenges around legal road crossings, rail crossings, use of resource roads by OHV’s
on a year round basis all require leadership by the Province. The ORV (Off Road Vehicle
Act) is important in that it would establish a registered database of ORV users in the
province and a potential funding mechanism through which to communicate a wide
range of relevant ORV information. Critical to the success of ORV usage in the province
is the establishment of resources, protocols and guidelines pertaining to applicable
usage of various trails on a year round basis and the ability to share that information
with the ORV community in a timely manner. Furthermore, appropriate levels of
signage, compliance and enforcement management can be funded through these
mechanisms to ensure expansion, sustainability and appropriate usage of the trail
infrastructure.
The NRRA process seeks to identify trail development and maintenance revenue models
while protecting the integrity of trail infrastructure from resource extraction user
groups. Presently, the Forestry, Oil and Gas and Mining industry all have priority land
use rights over recreation usage. The Natural Resource Road Act aims to consolidate
many of these industry acts and should aim to protect the tourism investment in
infrastructure made by communities in trail development and ongoing marketing and
maintenance. It is critical that the NRRA include appropriate wording to safeguard these
tourism investments.
Both the ORV and the NRRA processes should be pursued vigorously as part of the
implementation of the GRRT Business Plan to ensure that both policies consider and
protect the interests of communities who aim to enhance and diversify their economies
through capital and operating investments in trail-based tourism experiences.
Furthermore, in order to ensure the desired return on investment anticipated through
projects such as the GRRT it is imperative to use this proposed legislation to secure a
sustainable base of funding to support trail development and maintenance both of
which are fundamental to generating economic stimulus arising from tourism visitation
and spending.

Governance Considerations
Summary Findings
In order to successfully raise funds to implement the recommendations of the Business
Plan for the GRRT and secure the $17 million in direct economic benefits that are
estimated to accumulate to businesses in the region over the next 10 years, it will be
necessary to establish a leadership entity and governance model. Key characteristics of
the proposed governance model include the following:
•
•

•

Private sector and business led to ensure effective implementation
driven by objective of securing maximum economic benefit
Provincially coordinated to ensure that challenges associated with road
crossings, trail development and maintenance etc. are expeditiously
addressed
Geographically representative of the region from Clinton to Barkerville
without being overly cumbersome in size
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•

Strong representation from local recreational clubs who will lead the
majority of on-the-ground effort supported by external funding and
resources

A GRRT Regional Management Committee (RMC) is proposed that will be Chaired by
Provincial Rec Sites & Trails and includes representation from five distinct cohorts each
of which would work of local priorities and would become actively engaged as the
proposed phasing in their jurisdiction is underway. These cohorts are proposed to be:
•
•
•
•
•

Clinton, 70 Mile
100/108 Mile, Lac La Hache, Canim Lake
Williams Lake, 150 Mile
Horsefly, Likely
Quesnel, Wells, Barkerville

Membership in each cohort would include local tourism operators, local recreational
clubs, local communities including First Nations.

Funding Considerations
Summary Findings
Eventually it is anticipated that the Province of British Columbia will enact legislation
mandating registration and licensing of OHV’s and that a portion of fees collected will
be reinvested in trail development and maintenance throughout the Province including
the GRRT. However, until such legislation is in place, it is necessary to consider other
sources of funds to support the implementation of the GRRT Business Plan.
As noted above, a number of funding partners may be approached for one-time support
including NDIT, C-CBAC and WED. Both CCCTA and NBCTA can be approached for
marketing support. However, a sustainable source of funds must also be identified to
support ongoing trail maintenance and promotion once the initial investments have
been made to create a market-ready product and heighten market awareness.
The lessons from other jurisdictions indicate that the only other viable source of
revenues for the GRRT would be the voluntary sale of trail passes. Multiple access
points and lack of enforcement mechanisms do not support mandatory trail pass sales.
While there will be some resistance to purchasing trail passes particularly by local
resident users, once the quality of experience is established and more regional visitation
is achieved, trail pass sales are estimated to generate approximately $200,000 per year
on a year round basis. Detailed revenue estimates are provided below.

Estimated Capital Investments
Summary Findings
The proposed phasing of the GRRT improvements requires an estimated one-time
capital investment of approx. $50,000 per year for three years to secure necessary
connections to other existing trail systems and to connect the GRRT to
services/amenities provided by communities along the trail.
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These capital estimates are based upon a site inspection of the lower portion of the
GRST and communication with local representatives conducted in February of 2012
which lead to an opinion of the entire trail system’s present condition. This in turn
generated an anticipated work load and related costs associated with trail improvements
in similar zones along the entire length of the GRST. It was noted that considerable
funding has already been allocated to many of the community connectors through
previous efforts. As well, the following assumptions were employed:
o

o

o

That existing provincially recognized and managed snowmobile trails in the
area are already being maintained and funded by local clubs so that any new
funding is aimed directly at improving “community connectors” from one set
of existing maintained trail system to the next
That capital investment in the establishment of the community connectors is
distinct from ongoing “trail maintenance” (summer/winter brushing,
irrigation, resurfacing activities) and “grooming costs” (winter grooming
activities)
That a crew of three persons ($750/day) along with one piece of heavy
equipment including either a small excavator, snowcat or similar ($850/day)
and at least one OHV plus appropriate hand tools ($350/day) were required
and are included in the estimate of capital development costs – total cost of
labour + equipment is $1950/day.

Appendix E provides a detailed spreadsheet of estimated capital investments required
for each recommended phase of the GRRT. Ideally, as a next step in Business Plan
implementation, the validity of these assumptions along with those noted below in
Operating Costs should be checked with a site inspection along the full length of the
GRRT.

Estimated Annual Operating Investments
Summary Findings
The GRRT has the ability to become a self-sustaining trail system that will generate
significant economic benefit for communities in the Cariboo-Chilcotin region. However,
early investments in capital improvements ($140,000) and 4 years of operating
subsidies ($566,000) must be supported before this self-sustaining capacity is reached
in Year 5. As well, it should be noted that breakeven is only just achieved by Year 5 – no
significant surpluses are anticipated. Therefore, should rider days decline below
estimates or payment participation levels not be achieved, revenues will not be sufficient
to cover estimated operating costs. Ideally, the Provincial government will move
towards a trail development and funding model that incorporates OHV registration and
licensing and utilizes a portion of fees collected for investment in the provincial trail
system including the GRRT, thereby reducing the investment that must be supported by
voluntary trail pass sales.
Detailed revenue estimates and assumptions along with detailed estimates of annual
operating costs follow. Estimates of annual trail maintenance costs are included as
Appendix F. A complete financial model is attached as Appendix G.

Revenue Estimates
Revenues arising from voluntary trail pass sales are estimated based upon an initial
3,300 rider days of use in winter in Year 1, growing to 9,975 rider days of use in winter
by Year 3. These numbers are consistent with estimates utilized in the economic impact
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assessment and are based upon 2.5% of B.C.’s estimated 133,000 snowmobile riders
utilizing the trail in Year 1 growing to 7.5% of B.C.’s estimated snowmobile riders
utilizing the GRRT by Year 3 as the quality of the experience improves and marketing
and promotional efforts begin to generate returns.
However, recognizing that there will be resistance to the purchase of a trail pass,
purchase rates begin in Year 1 at a 20% participation level i.e. 80% of the estimated
snowmobile days are unpaid. As the quality of the experience improves and as more
riders are attracted from farther afield, an appreciation of the need to contribute to this
impressive trail system is expected to increase payment participation levels to 40% in
Year 2 and then 50% in Year 3 and beyond. The financial model assumes a maximum
payment participation level of 50% i.e. half of all user days will still be unpaid.
Spring/summer/fall use by OHV’s is estimated to be equivalent to winter snowmobile
rider days in the early Years 1- 3 but by Year 4, awareness levels and the quality of the
experience offered to OHV’s on the GRRT are expected to generate usage levels that
begin to surpass winter activity. In Year 4 and beyond, OHV rider days grow 10%
annually.
A daily trail pass initially is assumed to cost $10 in Years 1 and 2. This increases to $15
in Years 3 and 4 and finally by Year 5 when the entire trail system is in place and is
being maintained to market-ready condition, the daily trail price pass increases to $20.
Annual trail pass sales have not be estimated although it is expected that a pricing
structure will be developed that offers local residents the opportunity to purchase a
seasonal pass, family/multiple machine passes etc.
The total estimated revenue arising from voluntary trail pass sales is estimated to be
$220,000 by Year 5, thus generating sufficient revenues to offset operating costs and
create a self-sustaining trail system.

Operating Costs
Annual operating costs are considered to include annual trail maintenance and winter
trail grooming/snow resurfacing. As well, costs for ongoing marketing and promotion
are included. These costs have also been estimated and are reflected in the financial
model presented in Appendix G. Annual trail maintenance and grooming costs are
based upon the following assumptions and estimates:
o
o
o

o

o
o

That a snowcat travels at approximately 12 Km’s/hour (newer
models=15km’s/hr.)
That a snowcat consumes approximately 20 liters of diesel/hour
That trail grooming will be on an as needed basis in the first several
years and scheduled around key community events, expanding into
regularly scheduled grooming bi-weekly as usage increases
That existing grooming equipment presently utilized by various clubs
will be employed to maintain community connectors from one zone to
the next
That trail grooming costs are estimated at $85.00/hour
That trail grooming levels would commence in Year 1 at
approximately 30% of requirement of full service grooming levels {40
groomings/year = 2 per week for 5 months x 30% } and would grow
from this level to 45% in Year 2; 60% in Year 3; 75% in Year 4 and
100% by Year 5
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o
o

o

That sufficient snowfall will allow for appropriate winter grooming
equipment to be utilized
That ongoing, year over year trail “maintenance” levels will decrease
with time and are related to brushing with hand tools and travel by
OHV.
That in the first year of maintenance subsequent to capital
investment, the crew would accomplish approximately 10km’s of trail
maintenance per day, expanding to 15km’s/day in the second year of
maintenance, 20km’s/day in the third year of maintenance and finally
stabilizing at 30km’s/day by the fourth year of maintenance.

An annual budget for marketing and promotion based upon the marketing/sales
strategies described above has also been estimated and includes resources for website
development, social media engagement, local and regional club involvement, a winter
and summer festival and new trail map collateral. Embedded in these cost estimates is a
dedicated resource to manage the GRRT Business Plan implementation.

Summary Conclusions and Next Steps
The GRRT has the potential to become a self-sustaining trail system that generates
significant economic benefit for communities and businesses along the Trail. For an
investment of approximately $700,000, the estimated cumulative economic impacts
over a ten year period are approximately $17 million.
In order to activate these economic benefits, the product development/maintenance
strategies as phased by this Business Plan must be funded and executed. Similarly, the
marketing and sales strategies must be implemented with sufficient resources. The
entire Business Plan implementation requires formation of a leadership organization to
guide next steps and advocate for the necessary interim funding.
Consequently, the following next steps are recommended:
o

o

o

o

Formation of a Regional Management Committee for the GRRT
that includes representation from private businesses, local
recreation clubs and local communities including First Nations
along the GRRT in a series of five cohorts all chaired by the
Province
Continued funding support from New Pathways to Gold Society to
permit the Regional Management Committee to engage consulting
resources to execute next steps in the GRRT Business Plan on
behalf of the Committee
Further engagement and information sharing with First Nations
communities have traditional territories along the trail to build
support and understand how they would like to participate in the
governance structure and ongoing business model (meetings
planned for October, 2012)
Application for funding support from potential partner
organizations including NDIT, C-CBAC and WEDC for Phase I pilot
improvements in the area from Clinton to 108 Mile House in order
to create the southern circle tour and begin promotion of the
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o

o

GRRT to target markets through website development, social
media engagement, new collateral, winter/summer festivals etc.
Continued advocacy for Provincial legislation to address OHV
registration and licensing, use of roads/trails and the creation of
a provincial fund for investment in trail development and
maintenance
Site inspection of entire length of the GRST to confirm cost
assumptions underlying capital and operating cost estimates
contained herein.
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Appendices
Appendix A - Characteristics of Snowmobilers
This section examines the characteristics of those who snowmobile and analyzes the demographic
profiles, motivations of Canadians and Americans who snowmobile while on a trip. As the
snowmobile sector has virtually no information on snowmobilers, either local or out-of-town
visitors, both local and out-of-town visitors are examined in this section.
The source for this analysis is the 2006 Travel Activities and Motivations Study (TAMS)1 –
special analysis by Tourism British Columbia, unless stated otherwise. The TAMS identifies
relative market size by activity and differentiates between travellers that participated in an
activity while on a trip and travellers whose main purpose of their trip was a specific activity.
Because TAMS also has information on activities of residents as well as travellers and because
the snowmobile sector has virtually no information on snowmobilers, either local or out-of-town
visitors, both local and out-of-town visitors are examined in this section, although there is more
information on out-of-town visitors, since TAMS is a tourism study.
Conclusions
a. Snowmobilers are a niche group with a specific profile, unlike other activities that have
participation across all demographic groups. Those who snowmobile at home make up
9% of the Canadian population, 13% of the Albertan population, and 4% of the BC
population, totalling 459K in these two provinces. Those who snowmobile on vacation make
up 5% of Canadian travellers, 6% of Albertan travellers, and 3% of British Columbian
travellers, totalling 208K in BC and Alberta.
b. Those who snowmobile at home frequently are young, have high school or trade
education, average to above average incomes but not high incomes, and tend to be male.
37% of frequent snowmobilers in BC and Alberta are aged 18 -24. In BC and Alberta, 34%
of frequent snowmobilers have trade or technical completion while 31% have a high school
diploma. 35% of frequent snowmobilers in BC and Alberta have household incomes of
$60,000 to $99,999.
Those who snowmobile at home occasionally are older, with 59% aged 25 – 44, have high
school education or trade or technical completion, and have very high household incomes
($100,000 or more).
62% of Canadian frequent snowmobilers are male, as are 65% of frequent snowmobilers
living in BC/Alberta. Among Canadian occasional snowmobilers, 54% are male, as are 57%
of frequent snowmobilers living in BC/Alberta.

1 The 2006 Travel Activities and Motivations Survey (TAMS), was a comprehensive survey of North American households
designed to examine the travel habits, activities and behaviours of Canadians and Americans over the past two-year period (over
30,000 Canadians and over 40,000 Americans were surveyed). It collected information on destination choices (where respondents had
travelled on overnight trips in the past two years) and trip activities (types of activities engaged in on overnight trips during the past
two years) as well as travel motivations and planning behaviours. The survey was conducted between January and June of 2006.
Only adults (18 years and over) were recruited to complete the survey. The Canadian survey consisted of telephone and mailback
surveys. The mail back survey was completed by telephone respondents who had travelled in the past 2 years. The response rate for
the telephone survey was 65.4%; for the mailback, 53.5%. The U.S. survey consisted of a mailback survey only, as it used an existing
mail panel. The response rate of panel members was 71.3%.
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c. Those who snowmobile on vacation are older than those who snowmobile at home and
have higher household incomes but with similar education levels as those who
snowmobile at home – consistent with data on travellers in general who tend to have
higher household incomes than non-travellers. Those aged 35 – 44 make up 36% of BC
and Alberta residents who snowmobile on vacation. 43% of those who snowmobile on
vacation have household incomes of $100,000 or more.
d. T
umber and Percent of Snowmobilers in BC and Alberta
h
os
Canada
BC/AB
Index
AB
Index
BC
Index
e Total
24,776,103 5,791,716
2,465,540
3,326,176
w
Row %
100%
23%
10%
13%
h
Unweighted
31,699
7,264
3,108
4,156
o
s Total
133,405
2,288,852
458,571
325,166
m snowmobilers
%
9%
8%
86
13%
143
4%
43
o
Unweighted
2,446
388
263
125
w
m Frequently
794,404
145,619
106,781
38,838
o
%
3%
3%
78
4%
134
1%
37
bi
Unweighted
821
101
74
27
le
Occasionally
1,494,448
312,952
218,385
94,567
o
%
6%
5%
90
9%
148
3%
46
n
Unweighted
1,625
287
189
98
v
a
cation are seeking undiscovered places, are not extremely price-conscious, and are not
actively in a fitness program.
e. Those who snowmobile on vacation may or may not snowmobile at home. While 35K
BC travellers snowmobile at home AND on vacation, 80K of BC travellers snowmobile on
vacation, indicating that only about half of those who snowmobile on vacation also
snowmobile at home while about half who snowmobile on vacation do not snowmobile at
home. Likewise, 89K Alberta travellers snowmobile at home AND on vacation while 128K
snowmobile at home, indicating that about 70% of those who snowmobile on vacation also
snowmobile at home while about 30% who snowmobile on vacation do not snowmobile at
home.
f.

The most popular motivations for travel for those who snowmobile include water-based
outdoor activities, freshwater fishing, winter outdoor activities, theme/amusement
parts, and shopping/dining/food related. These are all more popular reasons for travel than
making a trip to snowmobile. For BC/Alberta snowmobilers, 12% are motivated to take a
trip for snowmobile - day use and 5% are motivated to take a trip for snowmobile –
overnight. These percentages compare to 40% motivated to take a trip for water-based
outdoor activities, 20% for freshwater fishing, for example. This means that for a large
number of snowmobilers, snowmobiling may not be as strong a motivator to take a trip as
other activities.
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g. For snowmobilers who travel, they have a much higher interest in some niche activities
than other leisure travellers. These niche activities include motor boating, ice fishing,
snowmobiling – day use , snowmobiling – overnight, downhill skiing, all-terrain vehicles –
day use, all-terrain vehicles - overnight, hunting (big game hunting, small game hunting, and
bird hunting, team sports/tournaments/games, rock & roll/popular concerts, country/western
music concerts, and professional ice hockey games.
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Snowmobilers Living in BC and Alberta
There are 459K snowmobilers in BC and Alberta, making up 8% of the adult population. Of
these, 32% are frequent snowmobilers and 68% are occasional snowmobilers. Alberta has more
snowmobilers than BC does, despite the smaller population – with 325K snowmobilers in Alberta
compared to only 133K in BC, 2.4 times the number. There is an even higher proportion of
frequent snowmobilers in Alberta, 2.7 times the number as BC.
Compared to Canadian averages, BC residents have a much lower propensity of snowmobiling,
indexing at 43%. There is an even lower propensity of those who snowmobile frequently,
indexing at 37%.
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Frequent snowmobilers are young, with 37% of frequent snowmobilers in BC and Alberta aged
18 – 24. The second largest group of frequent snowmobilers is the 35 – 44 age group, making up
34%.
Among occasional snowmobilers in BC and Alberta, the largest group is 25 – 44, making up
59%.
umber and Percent of Snowmobilers in BC and Alberta by Age Group

Total
145,618
0.60%
101
312,952
1.30%
287

18-24
54,047
1.80%
17
40,585
1.30%
22

25-34
16,436
0.40%
15
80,206
1.90%
49

35-44
48,935
1.00%
32
104,340
2.10%
81

45-54
15,733
0.30%
20
52,309
1.10%
72

55-64
7,917
0.20%
11
21,233
0.60%
41

65 and
over
2,552
0.10%
6
14,280
0.40%
22

794,404

151,682

144,758

250,755

136,305

73,221

37,683

%
3.20%
Unweighted Numbers
821
Canadians - occasionally
1,494,448
%
6.00%
Unweighted Numbers
1,625

5.00%
84
259,994
8.60%
158

3.30%
155
308,309
7.10%
272

5.10%
248
409,914
8.30%
467

2.80%
182
289,931
5.90%
373

2.10%
104
140,570
3.90%
235

0.90%
48
85,729
2.20%
120

BC & AB - frequently
%
Unweighted Numbers
BC & AB - occasionally
%
Unweighted Numbers
Canadians - frequently

Total Canadian adult
population 24,776,103 3,038,886 4,326,949 4,950,536 4,913,672 3,565,523 3,980,537
Row % 100.00% 12.30% 17.50% 20.00% 19.80% 14.40% 16.10%
Unweighted Numbers
31,699
1,837
4,117
6,157
6,913
5,936
6,739
Note: Sample sizes for BC and Alberta were too small to analyze separately.
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Frequent snowmobilers are most likely to have trade or technical completion or have a high
school diploma. In BC and Alberta, 34% of frequent snowmobilers have trade or technical
completion while 31% have a high school diploma. Those with a university degree have the
lowest propensity to be frequent snowmobilers (indexing at 44% compared to the general
population).2
Occasional snowmobilers are most likely to have a high school education. Those with trade or
technical completion are slightly more likely to be occasional snowmobilers. In BC and Alberta,
41% of occasional snowmobilers have a high school education while 22% have trade or technical
completion. Again, those with a university degree have the lowest propensity to be occasional
snowmobilers (indexing at 39% compared to the general population).
umber and Percent of Snowmobilers in BC and Alberta by Education

Education
Total
Row %
Unweighted Numbers
Less than high school
%
Unweighted Numbers
High school diploma
%
Unweighted Numbers
Some post-secondary
%
Unweighted Numbers
Post-secondary
%
Unweighted Numbers
University degree
%
Unweighted Numbers
Not stated
%
Unweighted Numbers

Total
Canadian
Adult
Canadians - Canadians - BC & AB - BC & AB Population frequently occasionally frequently occasionally
24,776,103
794,404
1,494,448
145,618
312,952
100.00%
3.20%
6.00%
0.60%
1.30%
31,699
821
1,625
101
287
3,651,362
153,785
290,691
16,941
57,961
14.70%
19.40%
19.50%
11.60%
18.50%
5,124
144
261
11
40
6,753,732
268,146
490,137
44,865
128,390
27.30%
33.80%
32.80%
30.80%
41.00%
7,856
262
475
39
88
2,516,594
76,184
130,879
17,510
26,164
10.20%
9.60%
8.80%
12.00%
8.40%
3,077
80
159
12
37
5,013,313
194,014
360,949
49,183
68,235
20.20%
24.40%
24.20%
33.80%
21.80%
6,267
208
424
27
73
6,601,711
98,329
211,048
17,120
32,203
26.60%
12.40%
14.10%
11.80%
10.30%
8,956
122
293
12
49
239,391
3,947
10,743
0
0
1.00%
0.50%
0.70%
0.00%
0.00%
419
5
13
0
0

Note: Sample sizes for BC and Alberta were too small to analyze separately. “Post-secondary” means completion of post-secondary
program but not a university degree. The analysis refers to this as trade or technical completion.

2 The 44 index is calculated at 11.8% of BC and Alberta frequent snowmobilers with university degrees divided by 26.6% of the
Canadian population with university degrees (11.8% / 26.6% = 44%).
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Frequent snowmobilers in BC and Alberta are most likely to have average to above average
household incomes, with 35% of frequent snowmobilers having household incomes of $60,000 to
$99,999 (indexing at 146%).
Occasional snowmobilers in BC and Alberta are more likely to be those with household incomes
of $100,000 or more (indexing at 137%).
umber and Percent of Snowmobilers in BC and Alberta by Household Income

BC & AB - frequently
Row %
Unweighted Numbers
BC & AB - occasionally
Row %
Unweighted Numbers
Canadians - frequently
Row %
Unweighted Numbers
Canadians - occasionally
Row %
Unweighted Numbers
Total Canadian Adult
Population
Row %
Unweighted Numbers

Total
145,618
100%
101
312,952
100%
287
794,404
100%
821
1,494,448
100%
1,625

Under
$40,000
29,129
20%
19
66,104
21%
57
175,834
22%
199
362,938
24%
409

$40,000 $59,999
21,129
15%
13
60,939
19%
39
179,878
23%
157
268,470
18%
300

24,776,103
100%
31,699

6,335,849
26%
9,635

4,107,724
17%
5,338

$60,000 $100,000 or
$99,999
more
51,590
27,468
35%
19%
28
25
66,078
82,659
21%
26%
74
71
207,710
126,782
26%
16%
213
141
374,564
305,076
25%
20%
421
306
6,028,497
24%
7,033

4,700,255
19%
5,171

Note: Sample sizes for BC and Alberta were too small to analyze separately.
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Frequent snowmobilers in BC and Alberta are less likely to have children 12 years of age or
under, likely because frequent snowmobilers are young (with the highest propensity among those
18 – 24). Occasional snowmobilers are as likely as the general population to have children 12
years of age or under.
umber and Percent of Snowmobilers in BC and Alberta by Presence of Children (12 Years or
Under)

BC & AB - frequently

Total
145,618

Yes
20,700

No
Not Stated
123,617
1,301

100%
101
312,952
100%
287
794,404

14%
19
54,684
17%
63
159,473

85%
81
257,197
82%
223
622,630

1%
1
1,071
0%
1
12,301

%
Unweighted Numbers
BC & AB - occasionally
%
Unweighted Numbers
All Canadians - frequently
%
Unweighted Numbers
All Canadians - occasionally
%
Unweighted Numbers
Total Canadian Adult Population

100%

20%

78%

2%

821
1,494,448
100%
1,625
24,776,103

188
351,345
24%
380
4,193,002

627
1,123,365
75%
1,232
20,205,955

6
19,738
1%
13
377,146

Row %
Unweighted Numbers

100%
31,699

17%
4,873

82%
26,427

2%
399

Note: Sample sizes for BC and Alberta were too small to analyze separately.

Snowmobilers in Canada and U.S.A.
Some additional facts about snowmobilers from International Snowmobile Manufacturers
Association3:
• In 2009, there were 147,066 snowmobiles sold worldwide, of which 61,593 were
sold in the U.S. and 49,510 were sold in Canada.
• There are approximately 1.65 million registered snowmobiles in the U.S. and
765,275 registered snowmobiles in Canada.
• Approximately 88% of all active snowmobilers are male, 12% female.
• The average snowmobiler rides his/her snowmobile 1,402 miles per year in North
America.
• Approximately 80% of snowmobilers use their snowmobile for trail riding and
touring on marked and groomed trails, 20% use their snowmobile for work, ice
fishing or transportation.
• Snowmobilers spend on average 7.2 nights per season in a motel/resort while
snowmobiling.
• Number of registered snowmobilers by province/state (selected list):
- BC – 75,000
- Alberta – 53,701
3 Source: www.snowmobile.org/facts_snfcts.asp
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-

Washington – 35,150
Montana – 39, 531
Ontario – 307,000
Quebec – 168,699.
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Travellers Who Snowmobile
While 10% of Canadians who have taken a pleasure trip in the past 2 years own a snowmobile,
11% of Alberta residents, only 5% of BC residents own one.
• Travellers who snowmobile at home frequently or occasionally make up 10% of
Canadians, 14% of Albertans, and 4% of BC residents.
• Those who snowmobile on vacation make up 5% of Canadians travellers, 6% of
Albertans, and 3% of BC residents.
• Those who snowmobile on vacation AND who snowmobile at home make up 3% of
Canadians who travel, 4% of Albertans, and 1% of BC residents.
This data indicates that:
• There are double the number of Canadian travellers who snowmobile at home than who
snowmobile while on vacation.
• Of those Canadians snowmobile while on vacation, about 60% of them also snowmobile
at home. On the other hand, of those Canadians who snowmobile while on vacation,
about 40% do not snowmobile at home.
• There are 2.3 times the number of Albertan travellers who snowmobile at home than who
snowmobile while on vacation.
• Of those Albertans who snowmobile while on vacation, about two-thirds of them also
snowmobile at home. Of those Albertans who snowmobile while on vacation, about onethird do not snowmobile at home.
• There are 1.3 times the number of British Columbian travellers who snowmobile at home
than who snowmobile while on vacation.
• Of those British Columbian who snowmobile while on vacation, about half of them also
snowmobile at home. Of those British Columbians who snowmobile while on vacation,
about half do not snowmobile at home.
In the U.S. market, only 2% of Americans travellers have snowmobiled while on vacation. Only
1% snowmobile at home AND on vacation, even lower percentages than the Canadian market.
Washington state residents have similar percentages as the U.S. market.
Snowmobiling was the motivating factor in making a trip for 3% of Canadians who travel, 3% of
Albertans, 1% of BC residents, and 1% of Americans. This means that for these individuals, they
made a trip specifically to snowmobile.
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Snowmobile Activity of Travellers (who have taken a pleasure trip in past 2 years)

Total Residents
Row %
Unweighted Numbers
own a snowmobile

Canadian
Residents
19,946,295
100%
23,156
1,990,354
10.%
2,094
1,921,260
10%
1,975
1,011,737
5%
1,018

%
Unweighted Numbers
snowmobile @ home freq/occas
%
Unweighted Numbers
snowmobile on vacation
%
Unweighted Numbers
snowmobile freq/occas @ home AND
on vacation
611,588
%
3%
Unweighted Numbers
638
snowmobile freq/occas @ home OR on
vacation
2,321,410
12%
2355
was motivated to take a trip in order to
snowmobile in the past 2 years
498,926
%
3%
Unweighted Numbers
519

BC
Residents
2,877,787
14%
3,282
140,942
5%
103
127,640
4%
114
80,159
3%
65

AB
US
WA
Residents Residents Residents
2,144,243 166,003,089 3,737,566
11%
100%
2%
2,517
45,697
1,994
227,581
N/A*
N/A*
11%
N/A*
N/A*
212
N/A*
N/A*
293,555 5,466,363 117,617
14%
3%
3%
231
1,819
69
127,741 3,351,236
91,251
6%
2%
2%
106
1,030
48

34,843
1%
25

88,918
4%
68

1,684,468
1%
565

33,600
1%
19

172,955
6%
154

332,378
16%
269

7,133,131
4%
2284

175,268
5%
98

24,438
1%
22

65,240
3%
57

1,711,765
1%
539

45,929
1%
23

* US residents were not asked if they own a snowmobile.
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Like those who snowmobile at home, snowmobile travellers are more likely to be male than
female. However BC and Washington residents who snowmobile on vacation are equally split
between male and female while Albertans who snowmobile on vacation are 68% male and
Canadians who snowmobile on vacation are 59% male..
Snowmobile Travellers by Gender
Gender
Total Canadian Residents

Total
19,946,295

Row %
Unweighted Numbers
Canadian Residents who snowmobile on vacation
%
Unweighted Numbers
Total BC Residents
Row %
Unweighted Numbers
BC Residents who snowmobile on vacation
%
Unweighted Numbers
Total AB Residents
Row %
Unweighted Numbers
AB Residents who snowmobile on vacation
%
Unweighted Numbers
Total WA Residents
Row %
Unweighted Numbers
WA Residents who snowmobile on vacation
%
Unweighted Numbers
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23,156
1,011,737
1,018
2,877,787
3,282
80,159
65
2,144,243
2,517
127,741
106
3,737,566
1,994
91,251
48

Male
9,768,167

Female
10,178,127

49%
9,902
594,347
59%
528
1,413,268
49%
1,348
40,783

51%
13,254
417,390
41%
490
1,464,519
51%
1,934
39,375

51%
30
1,080,758
50%
1,079
87,214
68%
53
1,854,017

49%
35
1,063,485
50%
1,438
40,527
32%
53
1,883,549

49.60%
902
44,669
49%
21

50.40%
1,092
46,582
51%
27
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Those with the highest propensity to snowmobile on vacation are those aged 35 – 44, making up
36% of BC and Alberta residents who snowmobile on vacation (indexing at 180% compared to
the general leisure traveller). Another important group is the 18 – 24 year olds, making up 25%
of BC and Alberta residents who snowmobile on vacation (indexing at 179% compared to the
general leisure traveller).
Snowmobile Travellers by Age

Total
Row %
Unweighted Numbers
18-24
%
Unweighted Numbers
25-34
%
Unweighted Numbers
35-44
%
Unweighted Numbers
45-54
%
Unweighted Numbers
55-64
%
Unweighted Numbers
65 and over
%
Unweighted Numbers

BC & Alta
Canadian
Residents who
Residents who
snowmobile BC & Alta snowmobile
Canadian
on vacation
Residents
on vacation
Residents
19,946,295
1,011,737
5,022,030
207,900
100%
100%
100%
100%
23,156
1,018
5,799
171
2,533,512
152,443
703,325
52,615
13%
15%
14%
25%
1,356
97
276
18
3,741,215
221,240
945,648
32,673
19%
22%
19%
16%
3,298
212
757
34
4,078,730
316,655
989,476
75,824
20%
31%
20%
36%
4,747
306
1,123
50
4,034,465
198,083
1,024,541
23,624
20%
20%
20%
11%
5,318
234
1,357
42
2,867,153
83,463
692,702
20,292
14%
8%
14%
10%
4,451
115
1,136
21
2,691,219
39,853
666,339
2,872
14%
4%
13%
1%
3,986
54
1,150
6

Note: Sample sizes for BC, Alberta, and Washington state were too small to analyze separately.
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Like those who snowmobile at home, those who snowmobile on vacation are most likely to have
a high school diploma (making up 36% of BC and Alberta residents who snowmobile on vacation
and indexing at 124%) followed by those with trade or technical completion (making up 25% of
BC and Alberta residents who snowmobile on vacation and indexing at 125%).
Snowmobile Travellers by Education

Education
Total
Row %
Unweighted Numbers
Less than high school
%
Unweighted Numbers
High school diploma
%
Unweighted Numbers
Some post-secondary
%
Unweighted Numbers
Post-secondary
%
Unweighted Numbers
University degree
%
Unweighted Numbers
Not stated
%
Unweighted Numbers

Canadian
Residents
19,946,295
100%
23,156
2,092,103
11%
2,258
5,232,536
26%
5,320
2,178,393
11%
2,422
4,300,665
22%
5,016
5,981,229
30%
7,905
161,369
1%
235

BC & Alta
Canadian
Residents
Residents
who
who
snowmobile BC & Alta snowmobile
on vacation
on vacation
Residents
1,011,737
5,022,030
207,900
100%
100%
100%
1,018
5,799
171
118,884
432,005
11,986
12%
9%
6%
105
510
10
309,462
1,464,399
74,356
31%
29%
36%
257
1,445
46
93,238
574,909
18,788
9%
11%
9%
111
698
21
258,404
1,020,315
52,193
26%
20%
25%
273
1,184
38
230,239
1,492,094
50,577
23%
30%
24%
270
1,905
56
1,511
38,307
0
0%
1%
0%
2
57
0

Note: Sample sizes for Washington state were too small. “Post-secondary” means completion of post-secondary program
but not a university degree. The analysis refers to this as trade or technical completion.
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Those who snowmobile on vacation are concentrated among those BC and Alberta residents with
household incomes of $100K or more (43% of those who snowmobile on vacation, indexing at
172%).
Snowmobile Travellers by Household Income
Canadian
Residents

Total
Row %
Unweighted Numbers
Less than $20,000
%
Unweighted Numbers
$20,000 - $39,999
%
Unweighted Numbers
$40,000 - $59,999
%
Unweighted Numbers
$60,000 - $79,999
%
Unweighted Numbers
$80,000 - $99,999
%
Unweighted Numbers
$100,000 or more
%
Unweighted Numbers

Canadian BC & Alta BC & Alta
Residents Residents
Residents
who
who
snowmobile
snowmobile
on vacation
on vacation

17,294,559
100%
23,156
1,204,637
7%
1,534
2,911,211
17%
3,683
3,318,207
19%
4,118
2,987,041
17%
3,560
2,404,401
14%
2,627
4,469,062
26%
4,894

882,877
100%
1,018
54,950
6%
54
118,697
13%
128
161,208
18%
172
142,434
16%
161
114,108
13%
119
291,480
33%
272

5,022,030
100%
5,799
268,683
5%
377
750,359
15%
950
738,242
15%
995
753,461
15%
872
595,787
12%
616
1,239,931
25%
1,286

207,900
100%
171
3,093
1%
7
29,475
14%
18
16,964
8%
23
25,304
12%
27
24,998
12%
14
90,347
43%
63

Note: Sample sizes for Washington state were too small.
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Compared to general travellers, those who snowmobile on vacation have strong attitudes toward
“prefer undiscovered place” and “more energy than most”, with 49% of BC and Alberta residents
who snowmobile on vacation agreeing with these two statements, indexing at 138% for “prefer
undiscovered place” and at 159% for “more energy than most”). When they wish to buy
something, they are much more likely than the general traveler to “often buy before price drop”,
with 29% of BC and Alberta residents who snowmobile on vacation agreeing with that statement,
indexing at 175%.
On the other hand, those who snowmobile on vacation are less likely to be “actively in fitness
program”, with only 15% of BC and Alberta residents agreeing with that statement, indexing at
60%.
Attitudes of Snowmobile Travellers
(Agreeing 4 or 5 out of 5)

Total
%
Unweighted Numbers
Prefer Undiscovered Place
%
Unweighted Numbers
Actively In Fitness Program
%
Unweighted Numbers
Success Not Due To Chance
%
Unweighted Numbers
More Energy Than Most
%
Unweighted Numbers
Often Buy Before Price Drop
%
Unweighted Numbers
Make Decisions Quickly
%
Unweighted Numbers

Canadian
Residents
19,946,295
100%
23,156
5,563,326
28%
6,417
4,374,866
22%
5,266
6,649,707
33%
7,982
6,632,769
33%
8,190
2,947,282
15%
3,232
7,149,159
36%
8,230

BC & Alta
Canadian
Residents
Residents
who
who
snowmobile BC & Alta snowmobile
on vacation
on vacation
Residents
1,011,737
5,022,030
207,900
100%
100%
100%
1,018
5,799
171
330,792
1,640,563
101,155
33%
33%
49%
321
1,876
66
185,518
1,239,622
32,081
18%
25%
15%
221
1,422
33
359,853
1,659,590
87,592
36%
33%
42%
370
2,031
65
360,912
1,565,631
101,933
36%
31%
49%
372
2,082
64
209,899
817,483
57,683
21%
16%
28%
190
796
29
433,193
1,715,697
83,517
43%
34%
40%
436
2,017
68

Note: Sample sizes for Washington state were too small.
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Canadian snowmobilers tend to live in a community with 100,000 or fewer inhabitants with 60%
of snowmobilers living in these communities compared to 35% of the general Canadian
population.4
While American snowmobile visitors tend to look for the pure sled experience, overseas visitors
tend to be looking for a multi-activity visitor experience that may include snowmobiling.5
For the snowmobile product in BC to be considered “export-ready”, meaning suitable for
international visitors, it needs to satisfy 13 requirements listed below.
Snowmobile Tourism Export Ready Requirements
Export Ready Requirements

Trail Riding

Mountain Riding

1. Well groomed trails

√

Sometimes

1. Signage regarding safety, touring, and location
of service
1. Interconnectivity

√

√

√

Where possible

1. Permanence

√

√

1. Standardization of tourism trails

√

√

√

√

As required

√

√

√

1. Tourism and hospitality services

√

√

1. Proximity and access to markets

√

√

1. All inclusive snowmobile services

√

√

1. Safety procedures / training

√

√

1. “Snowmobile friendly” community attitude

√

√

Trail Product

Trail Amenities
1. Staging areas
1. Warm up safety shelters
1. Snowmobile patrol safety/rescue systems
Destination Product / Experience Readiness

Source: National Snowmobile Tourism Study (Canada) by Pannell Kerr Forster Consulting Inc., December 2001.

Trail riding involves snowmobiling travel along a network of trails. Often these trails either
interconnect various communities in a particular area or form part of a loop system that allows the
snowmobiler to return to the point of departure without backtracking along the same route. Trail
riding can involve groomed or ungroomed trails that offer varying degrees of challenges. More
seasoned snowmobilers may prefer trails that involve turns and tight riding, requiring the
application of more technical skills.6
Mountain riding involves snowmobiling in mountainous backcountry areas in BC, western
Alberta, and parts of Newfoundland. These areas usually offer deep snow, as opposed to
4 Source: National Snowmobile Tourism Study (Canada) by Pannell Kerr Forster Consulting Inc., December 2001.
5 Source: National Snowmobile Tourism Study (Canada) by Pannell Kerr Forster Consulting Inc., December 2001.
6 Source: National Snowmobile Tourism Study (Canada) by Pannell Kerr Forster Consulting Inc., December 2001.
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groomed trails and feature spectacular high-country scenery appreciated by the experienced
snowmobiler in search of adventure. Access to alpine riding is provided by trails that lead to
dispersed “play areas” at the upper levels of mountain ranges. Typically, snowmobilers sled in
one “play area” at a time, as there are few interconnecting trails between the play areas. While
mountain riding takes place predominantly on Crown land, sledding is not allowed in the
National Parks and several provincial protected areas in the mountain ranges.
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Travel Activities of Snowmobilers
The most motivating travel activities of snowmobilers include water-based outdoor adventure,
fresh-water fishing, winter outdoor activities, theme/amusement parks, shopping/dining/food
related.
Most Popular Reasons to Motivate a Trip Among Canadian Snowmobilers

Total
Row %
Unweighted Numbers
Canadian snowmobilers
%
Unweighted Numbers
BC & AB snowmobilers
%
Unweighted Numbers

Total
19,946,295
100%
23,156
1,921,261
100%
1,975
1,390,436
100%
1,409

Water
Based
Fishing Outdoor
Fresh
Activities
Water
6,644,714 2,013,970
33%
10%
7,646
2,174
779,045
395,379
41%
21%
868
424
557,820
271,553
40%
20%
629
290

Winter
Shopping/
Theme /
Outdoor Amusement Dining/Food
Activities
Related
Parks
3,347,394
3,069,286
3,188,499
17%
15%
16%
3,648
3,430
3,660
637,694
405,072
360,620
33%
21%
19%
674
402
377
412,101
288,592
269,559
30%
21%
19%
416
296
275

The following are high propensity travel activities for Canadian snowmobilers (activities that may
not be the most popular but those that attract a higher than average participation rate among
Canadian snowmobilers than the average Canadian leisure traveller). They include motor boating
(indexing at 200%), ice fishing (indexing at 233%), snowmobiling – day use (indexing at 600%),
snowmobiling – overnight (indexing at 500%), downhill skiing (indexing at 125%), all-terrain
vehicles – day use (indexing at 400%), all-terrain vehicles - overnight (indexing at 300%),
hunting (big game hunting indexing at 267%, small game hunting indexing at 400%, and bird
hunting indexing at 200%), team sports/tournaments/games (indexing at 156%), rock &
roll/popular concerts (indexing at 150%), country/western music concerts (indexing at 200%),
and professional ice hockey games (indexing at 200%).
High Propensity Reasons to Motivate a Trip Among Canadian Snowmobilers

Motor
Boating

Total
Row %
Unweighted Numbers
Canadian snowmobilers
%
Unweighted Numbers
BC & AB snowmobilers
%

Fishing ATV –
Ice
Snowmobile - Snowmobile - Skiing OverATV Fishing
Day Use
Overnight
Downhill Same Day night

773,169 544,861
4%
3%
853
568
155,976 156,309
8%
8%
174
185
105,828 93,188
8%
7%

395,268
2%
415
301,040
16%
314
160,121
12%
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247,587 1,670,323 436,510 194,311
1%
8%
2%
1%
224
1,888
411
198
190,900
159,312 162,065 82,926
10%
8%
8%
4%
184
178
166
89
74,193
134,938 107,655 47,583
5%
10%
8%
3%
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Unweighted Numbers

122

113

158

61

141

110

58

High Propensity Reasons to Motivate a Trip Among Canadian Snowmobilers

Hunting Team Sports/
Hunting - Small Hunting - Tournaments
Big Game Game
Birds
/Games

Total
Row %
Unweighted Numbers

595,228 267,209 188,008
3%
1%
1%
651
272
213

Canadian
snowmobilers

201,661 104,770
%
10%
5%
Unweighted Numbers
232
106

BC & AB
snowmobilers

111,108
%
8%
Unweighted Numbers
136

56,253
4%
62

Rock &
Roll/
Popular
Concert

1,761,812 1,196,894
9%
6%
1,887
1,340

Country /
Western
Music
Concerts

Professional
Ice Hockey
Games

487,233
2%
618

754,762
4%
787

54,776
3%
72

254,397
13%
261

170,493
9%
167

81,554
4%
118

133,106
7%
128

28,691
2%
41

200,359
14%
198

119,135
9%
112

60,461
4%
87

106,090
8%
98

Low propensity travel activities include non-motorized outdoor activities such as hiking, visiting
nature parks – provincial and national or cultural activities such as live theatre, museums,
Low Propensity Reasons to Motivate a Trip Among Canadian Snowmobilers

Hiking - Same
Day Excursion

Total
Row %
Unweighted Numbers
Canadian snowmobilers
%
Unweighted Numbers
BC & AB snowmobilers
%
Unweighted Numbers

1,052,466
5%
1,315
66,131
3%
96
49,026
4%
74

ature Parkational/
Provincial

2,287,544
12%
2,702
175,685
9%
210
131,938
9%
156
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Exhibits/
Historic Sites/ Stroll A City To Historic Site/
Museums
See Buildings
Buildings

3,464,305
17%
4,054
255,970
13%
292
195,781
14%
214

1,645,461
8%
1,917
96,128
5%
108
70,270
5%
76

1,239,317
6%
1,465
66,440
3%
85
47,297
3%
59
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133,000

Five year/ten year cumulative impacts

$
$

Estimated direct spending
Estimated economic impact

528,000

80.00

18

3,300
6,600

Number of trail users - spring/summer/fall

Reality check - users/day

3,300

Year 1

Number of trail users - winter

No. of snowmobilers in BC

7/24/2012 13:21

80.00

36

6,600
13,200

6,600

$ 1,056,000

$

Year 2

80.00

55

9,975
19,950

9,975

$ 1,596,000

$

Year 3

Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail - Estimated Economic Impact

80.00

57

10,973
20,948

9,975

$ 1,675,800

$

Year 4

Appendix B – Estimated Economic Impacts

80.00

60

12,070
22,045

9,975

$ 6,619,380

$ 1,763,580

$

Year 5

80.00

64

13,277
23,252

9,975

$ 1,860,138

$

Year 6

80.00

67

14,604
24,579

9,975

$ 1,966,352

$

Year 7

80.00

71

16,065
26,040

9,975

$ 2,083,187

$

Year 8

80.00

76

17,671
27,646

9,975

$ 2,211,706

$

Year 9

80.00

81

$ 2,353,076

$

9,975

19,438
29,413

Year 10

$ 17,

Appendix C – Best Practices Case Studies
Valemount Case Study
Overview
VARDA
Curtis Pawliuk, General Manager
Box 721
Valemount, BC V0E 2Z0
Tel: 250-566-4817
Fax: 250-566-4817
Email: varda@valemount.ca
www.valemountrecdevelopment.com
Extracted from the website:
The Valemount and Area Recreation Development Association is a non-profit association, consisting of a
range of local business and backcountry users. Their key goals are focused on community and public
education to help backcountry use and improve the backcountry experience for all user groups. VARDA
assists in managing a Sustainable Resource Management Plan for our area the covers territory from Horsey
Creek to Blue River.
The SRMP was developed for:
security of investments
protection for public access to crown land
and sustainability of growth for each outdoor recreational activity.
In addition to the above, VARDA manages the Recreational Snowmobile industry for the Village of
Valemount. We oversee grooming, manage trailhead staff and area maintenance. Much of our efforts are
put towards rider education relating to ethical riding, wildlife sensitivities, safety and backcountry
stewardship. As the association grows we will focus on further developing the other outdoor recreational
activities that our valley has to offer.

Legislative Framework/Governance
VARDA is a not-for-profit Society with one employee. The Board meets monthly and is comprised of 12
directors related to backcountry use (motorized, non-motorized mix including heli-skiing, cat-skiing,
nordic, hotels, other business interests and the general public. VARDA has management agreements in
place with the Province for use of Crown Land.

Revenue
Revenue is derived from a number of sources:
Sponsors:
There are five levels of sponsorship (Diamond (3), Platinum (2), Gold (22), Silver(11), Bronze
(22)) generating approximately $50,000 annually
Sled area guide is produced (25,000 printed annually) featuring sponsors
Cabin signage features sponsors
Web link, facebook community gives profile to sponsors
Trail Passes:
Daily pass $20
Season’s pass (unlimited use) $180
Membership $25 – offers discounts at many local retailers/restaurants
Between 11,000 and 15,000 trail passes are sold annually for approximate revenue of $220,000 $300,000
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It is important to note that the requirement to purchase a trail pass is easily enforced as there is
one access point to the trail system – a staging area for 100 vehicles that is staffed with 3-4
paid employees, seven days per week. Given the unlimited number of access points to the
Gold Rush Snowmobile Trail, similar enforcement of trail pass purchases would be virtually
impossible.

Trails and Maintenance
There are approximately 50 km of groomed trails that are utilized solely for access to the alpine. These
trails are maintained five days per week at an approximate annual cost of $120,000.
Grooming:
Sample grooming report from February 29, 2012:
1)Allan Creek – is Groomed Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday evenings (user numbers
depending). Trail passes are required for all days of the week, although user numbers dictate if trail passes
will be required on Wednesdays.
2)Clemina Creek – is Groomed Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday evenings (user numbers
depending) Trail passes are required for all days of the week, although user numbers dictate if trail passes
will be required on Wednesdays.
NOTE: The first few kms of the Clemina Creek FSR are being plowed and we are now running on the
paralleling trail. Please DO NOT ride on the Plowed road and stick to the paralleling groomed trail. It is
ILLEGAL to operate a snowmobile on a plowed road.
3)Chappell Creek - Is groomed Thursday evenings and typically trail passes are required for Fridays and
Saturdays. Please do not block access to the fuel storage area in the rear of the staging area while parking
for the day.
4)Keyhole Active logging is ongoing in this area and snowmobile access up the FSR is prohibited
5)North Thompson / Oasis There is active logging to approx 10km until Christmas. Please travel this road
only if your vehicle is equipped with a radio.
6)Westridge Family Loop There is active logging within this area until at least the end of February.
7)Upper Westridge Due to logging on the main FSR, the access to this area will be the Upper Canoe Rd
only
Please remember, besides being very dangerous, it is illegal to operate a snowmobile on a plowed road
PLEASE PLAY SAFE out there. Ride simple terrain and enjoy the snow. Help others who may be making
bad calls, by providing some gentle advice, you may just save a life!
Wildlife Sensitive Areas:
Sample notice re: mountain caribou:
There are Mountain Caribou in our area..
You are snowmobiling in the winter range of the Mountain Caribou.
Wildlife Closures Are In Effect !
It is your responsibility to know and obey all Wildlife Closures
For the Caribou, the winter months are the most critical time of the year. If you see a caribou while riding:
-Do not approach, pursue or otherwise harass them
-Move at least one kilometer away
-Warn others in your area that Caribou are near
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These snowmobiling areas are being monitored for caribou use and conflicts with snowmobiling.
Compliance with the closed area boundaries and avoiding Caribou when they are in the area will minimize
conflicts and keep these snowmbiling opportunities open for all to enjoy.

Four Season Use
Use of the trails and alpine environment by quad’s is being managed by VARDA but is not promoted.
Extract from VARDA website on ATV/Biking:
Quadding and Biking in the Valemount Area
Valemount offers a unique ATV experience. Leave the thoughts of mud and tire spinning at home and
come here to enjoy the scenic backdrops and natural beauty that our area has to offer. From waterfall filled
forestry roads, to ride and fish adventures, to scenic panoramic views; Valemount has many natural
wonders to offer while responsibly enjoying our Valley on an ATV.
When operating an ATV in the Valemount area, we ask that riders respect our backcountry and strictly
stick to existing roads and trails. Our area is well known for its natural undisturbed beauty and that is the
way we want to keep it. Whenever you drive off road, you are disrupting the ecological foundation of our
natural areas. In sensitive sites such as wetlands, grasslands and alpine areas, the damage can be
catastrophic and will lead to heavy fines and possible jail time under the Forestry Legislation. The goal of
this legislation was to prevent damage to the environment, not to stop all recreational activities.
We encourage our visitors to enjoy the public forest and range lands. Stay safe, tread lightly and know
your obligations under the law to protect the environment. For more information, please contact the
VARDA office at 250-566-4817 or click on this link ATVBC

Promotion/Awareness Building
The vast majority of visitors to Valemount are from western AB, Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
Marketing is led by Tourism Valemount and includes consumer shows, magazine advertising, chat forums,
Facebook community.
Events:
Valemount Winter Festival – February – two day event
1.Includes amateur and professional racing; charity poker run
2.Ticketed event for spectators - $10 per person or $20 per family
3.Race entry fees $30 for each class; $10 for amateur
Valemount Spring Fest – group ATV ride
•

Group ride – free event (only in its second year in 2011 – 34 riders participated)

•

Lunch provided by Tourism Valemount

Blogs/Forums:
Valemount snowmobiling and ATV’g also has a presence in a number of forums such as
‘www.powdergods.com’ and ‘www.snowandmud.com’
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Saskatchewan Case Study
Overview
Saskatchewan Snowmobiling Association
Chris Brewer, President and CEO
Box 533, 221 Centre Street
Regina Beach, SK S0G 4C0
Phone (306) 729-3506
Fax (306) 729-3505
Cb2@sasktel.net
www.sasksnowmobiling.sk.ca
www.sasksnow.com
The Saskatchewan Snowmobiling Association is a not-for-profit Society. Bylaws are available on the
website. The Province is divided into four zones and within each zone, there are a number of local clubs
essentially creating a hierarchy for governance and management.
Extracted from the website:
HISTORY:
The SSA has been working since 1971 to promote and encourage the enjoyment of recreational
snowmobiling. Over 10,000 kilometers of trails have been built by members.
VISION:
To be leaders in the recreational sport of snowmobiling with a vision of where the organization is going
and the values to be practiced along the way. To pass on to all clubs and members a shared ownership for
this vision and to facilitate the desired results in a productive and rewarding environment. To enable our
clubs to succeed and applaud them when they do. Consistently demonstrate and inspire our clubs and
members, respect, trust and a positive, helpful attitude.
MISSION:
The SSA is dedicated to providing strong leadership and support to members and member clubs, to
establish and maintain quality snowmobile trails which are to be used in a safe and environmentally
responsible manner, and to further the enjoyment of organized recreational snowmobiling.
GOALS:
General Aim:
Is to promote the recreational benefits of snowmobiling to all Saskatchewan residents by providing
assistance in the areas of safety, public relations, club development, trail development and tourism.
Statement of Intent:
Is to increase access and recreational participation in the sport of snowmobiling for all residents of
Saskatchewan through programs, promotions, written information, manuals and meetings.
COMMITTMENT TO RECREATION:
The SSA is committed to the concept of "Recreation For All" and keeps in mind that all our initiatives must
provide benefits to all levels of the sport; grassroots and up. We place a direct link to recreation for all our
programs and services.

Legislative Framework/Governance
The Saskatchewan Snowmobiling Association is a not-for-profit association with five full time employees.
The Province is divided into four zones and within each zone, there are many local clubs.
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There are 1,100 private land use agreements in place in addition to utilizing Crown Land. Insurance
provided by the Saskatchewan Snowmobile Association covers incidents on private land if the landowner
has an agreement in place.

Revenue
Registration Fees:
Revenue is generated primarily from a Provincial Fund known as the SGI. Much like British Columbia,
insurance and registration is run by the Province. All riders must register their sled with the exception of
those in the Northern Administration District. The registration fee is $70 which is redirected from the
government’s general revenues to the Ministry of Tourism, Parks, Culture & Sport. This Ministry in turn
puts 100% of the funds derived from registration into the Saskatchewan Snowmobile Trail Fund.
There is between $1.0 million and $1.4 million collected annually. In order to promote sled registration, the
registration includes $200,000 of liability insurance. If additional liability insurance is desired, it can only
be secured on registered sleds. There are approx. 22,000 registrations annually.
Sponsors/Advertising:
Approximately $100,000 is secured annually from sponsorships and advertising
o

Sponsors – COOP, SaskTel, Saskatchewan Lotteries, Labatt

o

Sell advertising and links on the website –

o

Provincial Snowmobile Trail Map published annually – advertising sales

Trail Passes/Memberships:
o

Membership fee $25 per annum generating approx. $75,000 based upon 3,000 members

o

Trail passes are not sold as enforcement is not practical given the number of trail access points

Trails and Maintenance
There are 10,000 km of trails that are managed and groomed by local clubs in Saskatchewan. All cities in
Saskatchewan have access to snowmobile trails and in many instances it is possible to ridge right to your
hotel/motel.
Trail maintenance and development is funded through the Saskatchewan Snowmobile Trail Fund (SSTF) as
described above. The majority of the fund is distributed to clubs for trail maintenance using the Trail
Funding Club Point Assessment Matrix. Clubs must also fund raise for the cost of the grooming equipment
although the Association is currently lobbying for the annual registration fee to increase in order to cover
this cost as well as the wages, fuel, signage that are presented funded.
There is an annual inspection of grooming standards to ensure consistency and quality of trails.
The SSTF also pays for insurance for all clubs so all groomers are covered, officers/directors liability
insurance is in place, 235 warm-up shelters are insured along with club contents.
Grooming:
o

Links to trail maps for each local club in Zone 1, 2, 3 or 4

o

Provides detailed information of trail conditions in each Zone

o

Each zone has ‘certified trail inspectors’

Wildlife Sensitive Areas:
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Four Season Use
The Saskatchewan Snowmobiling Association is pursuing legislation to keep quad’s off their trail system
due to the damage caused.

Promotion/Awareness Building
The Saskatchewan Snowmobiling Association has a modest marketing budget of $25,000 which it invests
in the promotion of sled registration. Marketing and promotion to visitors is led by Tourism Saskatchewan.
The majority of riders in Saskatchewan are resident families.
Events:
o

Diamonds in the Snow Annual Awards Banquet in conjunction with Annual General Meeting

o

Provincial Snowmobile Festival – hosted by alternate clubs

o

SSA Annual Premier’s Ride – Provincial Premier joins hosting club for a day of riding

o

Do Zones and clubs within Zones hold their own events?
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Alberta Case Study
Overview
www.altasnowmobile.ab.ca
Chris Brooks, Executive Director
11759 Groat Road
Edmonton, Alberta
Canada T5M 3K6
Phone: (780) 780.427.2695
Fax: 780.415.1779
E-mail: info@altasnowmobile.ab.ca

Extracted from the website:
The Alberta Snowmobile Association (ASA) is a non-profit volunteer organization founded in 1971 and
is made up of clubs that actively work to improve snowmobiling in the province. The ASA is working for
improved access for snowmobile recreation, for the continued conservation of nature, and for the
cooperation with other land users and land managers.
The ASA is dedicated to the preservation and promotion of safe responsible recreational snowmobiling in
Alberta. The ASA sees the promotion of safety, as its prime mandate. Safety is multi-faceted. It certainly
includes incident free riding. But safety also includes attitudes, equipment, habits, peers, training, and
experience. More than that, it includes all aspects related to riding, the foundation of which is a properly
maintained, sustainable trail system.
The Alberta Snowmobile Association, or more commonly known as "ASA" is the umbrella association
representing 50 snowmobile clubs throughout Alberta. We are comprised of 5000 members who, in turn,
maintain nearly 5,000 kilometers of snowmobile trail in Alberta.

Legislative Framework/Governance
The Alberta Snowmobile Association includes 34 local clubs in the Province.

Revenues
Registration:
Alberta has a mandatory annual registration of $52 however these funds are retained by the Province and
are not directed to trail development and maintenance. Sleds operating on Crown Land must have
registration and insurance.
Grants:
The large part of the Association’s funding for trail maintenance and development is derived from annual
lottery grants. Typically the Association is able to secure between $150,000 to $175,000 per year although
this is not guaranteed.
Sponsorships/Advertising:
Sponsorships and advertising generate between $30,000 - $50,000 annually.
Trail Passes:
A non-mandatory trail pass is sold for $60/year. Approx. 4,500 trail passes are sold annually generating
$270,000 for the Association. The decision to implement non-mandatory passes was based upon the
difficulty of enforcing purchase.
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Trails and Maintenance
The Alberta Snowmobile Association and its member clubs manage approx. 5,000 km of trails within the
Province. The website provides links to local club websites and these sites in turn provide trail maps and
trail condition reports for riders. As well, there is a Provincial map identifying all local clubs on website –
contact names, phone numbers and email addresses provided.

Four Seasons
The Alberta Snowmobile Association works with other trail users where it is mutually beneficial.

Promotion/Awareness Building
The majority of trail users are Alberta residents. Provincial marketing is conducted by Travel Alberta.
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Ontario Case Study
Overview
www.ofsc.on.ca
Ontario Federation of Snowmobile Clubs
Paul Shaughnessy, Executive Director
501 Welham Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 8Z6
705-739-7669
705-739-5005

Ontario has the world's largest inter-connected snowmobile trail system (34,262 km/21,289 mi). The trail
system is composed of the OFSC Trans Ontario Provincial (TOP) Trails (16,402 km/10,191 mi) plus
regional and club trails (almost 17,860 km/11,097 mi).
TOP Trails link most snowbelt communities, tourism regions and regional trail systems.
OFSC club trails feed into the TOP Trail system, providing local links to a host of other communities,
services and amenities, events and attractions.
In support of the OFSC User Pay System, Ontario law requires every recreational sled entering an OFSC
Prescribed Trail to have and display a valid snowmobile trail permit.
There are over 300,000 registered snowmobiles in Ontario
Extracted from the website:
OFSC Mission Statement:
The Ontario Federation of Snowmobile Clubs is a volunteer led not-for-profit association, which through
strong leadership, provides a wide range of quality programs and services to, and on behalf of, its member
organizations. Our provincial network of organized snowmobile trails connects Ontario communities
providing responsible riding experiences that are safe, enjoyable and environmentally sustainable.
With headquarters in Barrie, the Ontario Federation of Snowmobile Clubs (OFSC) is a non-profit,
volunteer driven organization that acts as the coordinating body for organized snowmobiling in Ontario.
The OFSC is dedicated to providing strong leadership and support to member clubs and volunteers, to
establishing and maintaining quality snowmobile trails, which are used in a safe and environmentally
responsible manner, and to furthering the enjoyment of organized snowmobiling.
Ontario's 231 local snowmobile clubs are formed into 17 districts, each represented at the provincial level
by an elected Governor and an Operations Director. The Board of Governors meet six times throughout the
year to set policy, undertake long term planning, and oversee the provincial operations and budget on
behalf of the clubs. The Operations Directors meet twice yearly to deal with trail-related issues and internal
district concerns.
As the coordinating body for organized snowmobiling in Ontario, the OFSC provides advice and guidance
to member clubs on a broad range of topics to ensure provincial objectives are met. The Federation is also
responsible for activities that the clubs deem are best handled at the provincial level such as policy and
procedures, TOP Trail planning, insurance, safety, environment, and the user pay system.
Proceeds from the sale of the trail permits required to enter OFSC trails provide primary funding for both
the trail operations of local snowmobile clubs and their provincial organization. With family membership
now standing at almost 200,000, the OFSC is the largest snowmobiling organization in the world.

Legislative Framework/Governance
The Ontario Federation of Snowmobile Clubs represents 229 member organizations in 17 districts. The
Federation’s annual budget ranges from $15 - $20 million. More than 15,000 land owners are dealt with
including Crown Land.
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The legislative framework is such that since 1973 snowmobiles can travel anywhere in the Province except
prescribed areas. Travel along the shoulders of roads and road crossings are permitted.
Legislation requires a permit be purchased for use of any prescribed Ontario Federation of Snowmobile
Club trail. This mandatory trail permit is enforced by the Ontario Provincial Police, Municipal Police and
Conservation Officers.

Revenue
The extensive trail system in Ontario is funded by the Province of Ontario trail permit sales. Each year
approx. 80,000 trail permits are sold @$200 generating $16 million.
Permit sales:
o All snowmobiles on OFSC trails require a permit – annual cost ranges from $125 to $250; 7
day ($140) and 3 day ($100) passes as well as special event passes ($35) are also available
o Enforcement is by Ontario Provincial Police, Municipal Police, Conservation Officers
o Snowmobile Trail Permit entitles you to enter and travel any open OFSC Prescribed Trail at
any time during the winter.
o Permits generate the revenues OFSC clubs need to maintain snowmobile trails and buy
groomers. They are the only source of funding for trail operations.
The revenue from each Seasonal Permit sold is allocated as follows (percentages are rounded to the nearest
fraction):
o Clubs = 60.5%
Selling clubs keep an average of $121.65 for every $200 Seasonal permit sold (and
$171.65 for every $250 Seasonal permit sold) to pay for trail operation expenses.
o OFSC Trail Fund = 13.23%
$26.45 from every Seasonal permit sold goes to the OFSC to be re-distributed to help
clubs with fewer permit sales and for various OFSC grants.
o General Liability Insurance = 16.75%
$33.55 from every Seasonal permit sold goes to the OFSC to pay the multi-million
dollar cost of providing the liability insurance without which no OFSC snowmobile
trails would be open in Ontario.
o OFSC Programs = 9.18%
$18.35 from every Seasonal permit sold goes to the OFSC to pay for the various
programs that support the clubs and trails.
Registrations:
Recreational vehicles must be registered and display an annual validation sticker. However, these funds are
not directed to trail maintenance and development.

Trails and Maintenance
The Ontario trail network is extensive covering 34,000 km of trails. Approx. $9 million is invested
annually in trail maintenance. There are 360 groomers in the fleet. The Federation provides grooming
guidelines to local clubs along with signage guidelines that must be followed.
Critical to the success of this network is the interconnection of communities. Trail development began with
building experiences at the community level such as circle tours and then when critical level of use and
awareness occurred, it became possible to link these communities.
The Federation website offers an interactive trail guide and trail status reports – requires an email sign up –
network is categorized as trunk trail, feeder trail, connector trail or club trail; guide also identifies
accessible services such as fuel and lodging. There is also a mobile Application offered for smart phones
and users can download maps to GPS units such as Garmin.
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Four Season Use
Most clubs do not get involved with quads/sidexsides due to concerns over environmental damage and
forest fires. The decision to partner is left to the local club.

Promotion/Awareness Building
The majority of trail users in Ontario are Ontario residents although there is some visitation now from New
York, Michigan, Ohio, Minnesota, Wisconsin and Pennsylvania.
The demographics of Ontario residents indicate a higher than typical % of females and children involved in
the activity indicating a primarily family-oriented market. There is a special licensing program for youth
12 years of age and up. Annually, 4,500 youth licenses are sold.
Promotion to visitors is led by the Ministry of Tourism who in addition to marketing also provides $3
million annually for infrastructure projects (e.g. bridges etc.). The Ontario Federation of Snowmobile
Clubs invests approximate $200,000 annually in marketing in a variety of media including print, radio and
media relations.
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Wisconsin Case Study
Overview
Association of Wisconsin Snowmobile Clubs
www.awsc.org
Doug Johnson, President
529 Trail Side Dr., Suite 100
DeForest, WI 53532
608.846.5530 / 800.232.4108
Fax - 608.846.5534
o
o
o

o

o

Has more than 25,000 miles of groomed trails
More than 200,000 registered snowmobiles in Wisconsin
Wisconsin law requires all who use Wisconsin snowmobile trails to display either a
Wisconsin registration or a snowmobile trail pass. Funds from this program are designated
for trail aids and related costs. Gas tax revenue also goes into the state snowmobile fund.
Trails that are accepted into the funded program can receive up to $250 per mile per year to
maintain them (based on actual expenses and can include labour, signs, brushing, marking,
and soil preparation), bridge rehabilitation, route signs, trail rehabilitation, and development.
The grants flow from the State to the County, not to individual snowmobile organizations.
When a county receives a grant for public trails, the snowmobile clubs contract with the
county to build and maintain the trails. This includes purchasing grooming equipment,
liability and contractual insurance.

Extracted from the website:
The Association of Wisconsin Snowmobile Clubs is dedicated to the preservation of snowmobiling
throughout the state by monitoring regulations and proposed legislation that could affect our sport. The
AWSC is the legislative voice for Wisconsin's snowmobilers and snowmobile clubs. Wisconsin is home to
more than 22,000 miles of trails thanks to the efforts of local snowmobile clubs with their tireless
volunteers and the support of State and Federal organizations.
The State is divided into Counties and within each County there are a number of local snowmobile clubs.
Wisconsin’s AWSC is among the top three snowmobiling associations in the nation and is considered the
legislative voice for Wisconsin’s snowmobilers and snowmobile clubs. Organized in 1969, the AWSC is
dedicated to the sport and prides itself in being a watchdog for snowmobiling in Wisconsin. We are
comprised of over 580 snowmobile clubs, representing more than 26,000 family members.

Legislative Framework/Governance
The Association of Wisconsin Snowmobile Clubs is a not-for-profit Association with 27,000 members (a
family is considered one member) representing approximately 50,000 riders. There are 590 active
snowmobile clubs. Clubs are found in 72 counties. The Association has a Director from each county. As
well, an Executive Board is elected with officers of the Association.
The Association has one full time Office Manager and 1-3 part time staff.

Revenue
Each year, approximately $7-$9 million of revenue is generated and managed by the Association of
Wisconsin Snowmobile Clubs. There are several primary sources of revenue – proceeds from the State gas
tax and sales of non-resident trail passes:
Registration:
Vehicles must be registered every two years. Insurance is optional.
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Gas Tax:
Every registered snowmobile in the State is estimated to utilize 50 gallons of tax annually and the
associated gas tax is paid to the Association of Wisconsin Snowmobile Clubs.
In addition, an additional 40% of the gas tax on registered users is paid out as an estimate for visitor use of
trails.
on-Resident Trail Passes:
Revenue is also received from a Non Resident Trail Pass (user fee) that is paid by each rider using the trail
system without a current Wisconsin Snowmobile Registration on the vehicle.
AWSC Dues:
As part of local club membership, $10 per member is collected and remitted to the AWSC to support the
operation of the Association.

Trails and Maintenance
The website provides contact details for each County director and for local clubs within each county in
order to determine trail information and conditions. Funds for trail maintenance/development are invested
as follows:
Priority 1 – Maintenance of Existing Trails
All trails that are accepted in the funded program can receive up to $250 per mile per year to be used to
maintain them. Payments are only made on actual expenses so on a “no snow year,” the $250 of expenses
may not be incurred.
Expenses in this category include everything it takes to set up the trail, grooming and taking out the trail in
the spring. (Examples: labor, signs, brushing, marking, any soil preparation such as bulldozing,
cultimulching, disking, etc., bridge repairs, and gates). Also, short term (annual) acquisition, where paid.
Groomers are paid by the hour according to the class (size) the machine fits into. Rates per hour on labor
and equipment are published annually by the DNR.
To include a trail in the State Funded Program, one must work with the County (coordinator) to establish
this trail. The County must then apply for funding from the DNR.
No snowmobile organization can receive a grant for funded trails – only the County may do so.
Priority 2 – Club Signs
The snowmobile program will provide free signs to clubs for use on any snowmobile trail that is not in the
funded program, as long as that trail is open to the public.
Priority 3 – Bridge Rehabilitation
If bridges on funded trails are in need of repair or rebuilding, those projects are funded using this source.
Minor bridge repair can be included in Trail Maintenance.
Priority 4 – Route Sign Requests
A village, city or town may establish an ordinance that allows a snowmobile to be operated on a public
road. This is called a snowmobile route.
The city, village or town can receive payment for the original snowmobile route (green) signs out of this
category.
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Priority 5 – Trail Rehabilitation
All major enhancements to an existing trail that make it safer or better can be funded using this source.
Priority 6 – Development
When there is money left over from the first five Priorities, it ends up here.
Basically, there are four components to Development:
Component 1: Mandatory Relocation
This is when a trail has to be moved or relocated because of loss of access.
The funding to develop a replacement trail is provided through this source.
Component 2: Discretionary Relocation
When a snowmobile or county association chooses to change a trail route, usually to improve the quality of
the trail, funding is provided through this source.
Component 3: ew Bridge Project
When there is a need for a bridge in a new location, funding is provided through this source.
Component 4: ew Trail Development
If there is funding left in the program, the DNR would look to use the money to add new miles of trail. This
could also include acquisition of permanent corridors such as abandoned rail corridors.
Supplemental Funding Described
Supplemental Funding is a category separate from the rest of the trail program.
When a county has exceeded the $250 per mile allowed in trail maintenance and spends a minimum of
$150 per mile in grooming costs, the county can apply for more funding under this program.
The funding for this program comes directly from the sale of Non-Resident Trail Passes plus the “40%
Tourism Factor” which (again) is: 50 gallons, Multiplied by Wisconsin state gas tax, Multiplied by 40%,
Multiplied by the number of registered snowmobiles in Wisconsin on the last day of March each year.
In extremely good snow years in high use areas, this usually ends up being pro rated and the club will
not be reimbursed for 100% of its expenses. In this case, the DNR may choose to transfer more funds into
this program from other portions of trail aids through a legislative process.
PROGRAMS FUDED OTHER THA TRAIL-RELATED EXPESES
DR Administrative Services
The Department of Natural Resources charges our program a percentage of the total cost of their facilities,
according to the percentage of their total work load that relates to the snowmobile program.
Examples of this would be the cost of purchasing and maintaining all DNR buildings and equipment,
utilities, repairs, janitorial, etc.
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DR Aids Administration
This would include one and one half full time DNR administrative positions. It also provides a portion of
the funding for six regional community service specialists. Basically, it covers the cost of labor related to
our programs.
Funding of the Governor’s Snowmobile Recreation Advisory Council comes from this program.
DR Registration
Cost of labor, materials, postage, computer use, etc. needed to administer snowmobile registrations.
County Law Enforcement
Funds counties in the state that participate in snowmobile patrol. Currently, there is a maximum of
$400,000 allowed for this program. Examples of expenses are labor and all equipment used by the county,
snowmobiles, trailers, covers, gas, clothing, storage costs, etc.
DR Enforcement and Safety Education
This pays for wardens’ time (labor) used in relation to our snowmobile program. Examples are time spent
patrolling, safety education, and clerical work. Also included would be funding of materials for safety
education and all equipment used by wardens. Examples of this would be snowmobiles, trailers, covers,
gas, clothing, storage, mileage, etc.

Four Season Use
The majority of land in Wisconsin is privately owned. Consequently, use of trails by quads/sidexsides
requires the permission of the landowner. Frequently, this land is in crops in spring/summer/fall and is not
available to other users.
There are State owned trails that are specifically made available to quads/sidexsides.

Promotion/Awareness Building
Wisconsin’s trail system is utilized primarily by Wisconsin residents. The market is primarily families.
There are 230,000 registered snowmobiles in Wisconsin. Each year, between 30,000-35,000 non-resident
trail passes are sold.
Marketing activities are led by the State Department of Tourism.
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Appendix D – Potential Partners
The following organizations/individuals were contacted to discuss their interest in
partnering with a governing body responsible for the management and promotion of the
Gold Rush Recreation Trail. In the case of potential funding partners, a review of
funding criteria found on their websites was conducted:
Recreation Clubs:
Green Lake Snowmobile Club
100 Mile Snowmobile Club
Interlakes Snowmobile Club
Quad Squad South Cariboo ATV Club
Williams Lake Powder Kings
Prince George ATV Club
RidgeRiders ATV Club
ATVBC
BC Off Road Motorcycle Association
British Columbia Snowmobile Federation
Canadian Council of Snowmobiling Organizations
BC Competitive Trail Riders Association
BC Endurance Riders Association
Regional DMO’s:
Northern BC Tourism Association
Cariboo Chilcotin Tourism Association
Province of BC:
Rec, Sites and Trails
Tourism BC
Funders:
Northern Development Initiative Trust
Cariboo-Chilcotin Beetle Action Coalition
Western Economic Diversification
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Total

Phase III - 2015
Connect GRRT to Quesnel and
Prince George via existing trails

$45,084

$45,084

Total Phase II

$17,862

$27,222

$51,036

$51,036

$15,000

$27,690

Year 1
Year 2
Capital
Capital
$8,346

Connect GRRT to Kamloops via
existing trails

Phase II - 2014
Connect GRRT to Williams Lake via
existing trails

Continue 'spine' of GRRT from
Horsefly to Wells/ Barkerville
(address bridge crossing at Horsefly)
Formalize legal connections to
communities to permit access to
services/ amenities (fuel,
accommodation, restaurants etc.)
Total Phase I

Phase I - Pilot Winter 2013/14
Connect existing trails managed by
100 Mile/ Green Lake/ Interlakes
Snowmobile Clubs

Capital Budget Estimates

2 trails = 91.6 Km’s = 9.16 days (10 km's/day)x
$750/day + machine time @ $1,200./day. Machine time
calculated as (groomer, or Excavator ($850/day) +
safety transport (sled or ATV ($350/day) ).
139.6km’s = 13.96 Days (10 km's/day) x $750 +
machine time @ $1,200./day. Machine time calculated
as (groomer, or Excavator ($850/day) + safety transport
(sled or ATV ($350/day) ).

142 km’s = 14.2 days x $750/ Day + machine time @
$1,200./day. Machine time calculated as (groomer, or
Excavator ($850/day) + safety transport (sled or ATV

Cost Assumptions
42.78 km's = 4.28 days (10 km's/day) x $750/day +
machine time @ $1,200/day.Machine time (groomer or
Excavator ($850/day) + safety transport (sled or ATV
($350/day)).

$43,446

$43,446 222.8 km’s = 22.28 days (10 km's/day) x $750 +
machine time @ $1,200./day. Machine time calculated
as (groomer, or Excavator ($850/day) + safety transport

Year 3
Capital

Operating and capital costs are exclusive of existing managed snowmobile club trail infrastructure given
that clubs already accept fees and cover the costs associated with those specific trails. Furthermore,
assumptions were made regarding the condition and status of the network of trails given the preliminary
investment made in trail development during the pilot project phase of the GRST. Cost estimates are
based on the length of trail a crew of three persons would likely cover (on average) to scout, maintain and
brush as required. Trail coverage extends year over year. (See comment boxes for specific details of
cost estimates for man/machine time).

Appendix E – Estimated Capital Investment

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

$18,860

$51,036

Total Phase I

$43,446
$26,588

Total

Phase III
Capital

$10,470
$17,340

$6,870

Year 3
Maintenance

$9,248

$0

$7,103

Connect GRRT to Quesnel and
Prince George via existing trails
$18,860

$27,222
$45,084

Connect GRRT to Kamloops via
existing trails
Total Phase II

Phase III - 2015

$17,862

Connect GRRT to Williams Lake
via existing trails

Year 2
Capital

$5,000

$15,000

Phase II - 2014

$10,650

$27,690

Continue 'spine' of GRRT from
Horsefly to Wells/ Barkerville
(address bridge crossing at
Horsefly)
Formalize legal connections to
communities to permit access to
services/ amenities (fuel,
accommodation, restaurants
etc.)

$35,205

$16,710

Year 4
Maintenance

$6,983
$11,565

$4,583

Year 4
Maintenance

$6,930

$0

$5,325

Cost Assumptions
Total of 42.78 km to be maintained; Year 2 maintain 10km/day; Year 3 maintain 15km/day;
Year 4 maintain 20km/day; Year 5 maintain
30km/day. Crew cost of $750/day.

$24,439

$105,092

Total of 222.8 km to be maintained; Year 4
maintain 10km/day; Year 5 maintain 15 km/day.
$11,145 Crew cost of $750/day.

Year 5
Maintenance

Total of 139.6 km to be maintained; Year 3
maintain 10 km/day; Year 4 maintain 15km/day;
Year 5 maintain 20km/day. Crew cost of
$5,235 $750/day.
$8,670

Total of 91.6 km to be maintained; Year 3
maintain 10 km/day; Year 4 maintain 15km/day;
Year 5 maintain 20km/day. Crew cost of
$3,435 $750/day.

Year 5
Maintenance

$4,624

$0 Estimated costs associated with the coordination
and assistance of these efforts outside ministry
staffing resources.

$3,552

Phase I - Pilot Winter 2013/14 Capital
Maintenance Maintenance Maintenance Maintenance
Connect existing trails managed
$8,346
$3,210
$2,145
$1,605
$1,073
by 100 Mile/ Green Lake/
Interlakes Snowmobile Clubs

7/25/2012 22:05

Operating and capital costs are exclusive of existing managed snowmobile club trail infrastructure given
that clubs already accept fees and cover the costs associated with those specific trails. Furthermore,
assumptions were made regarding the condition and status of the network of trails given the preliminary
investment made in trail development at the inception of the GRST. Maintenance costs are costs
associated with the improvement and maintenance of 'connector trails' from one set of existing managed
snowmobile trails to another e.g. connecting Green Lakes trail system to Interlakes trail system. Cost
estimates are based on the length of trail a crew of three persons would likely cover (on average) to
scout, maintain and brush as required. Trail maintenance capacity grows year over year from 10 km’s of
trail per day in first year of maintenance, to 15 km’s/day in second year of maintenance, 20 km’s/day in
third year of maintenance and finally stabilizes at 30km’s /day by the fourth year of maintenance i.e.
regular annual maintenance increase annual crew productivity. Labour costs for the crew are $750/day.
Estimated costs are for labour only - no machine time is estimated.
Gold Rush SnowmobileTrail - Trail Maintenance

Appendix F – Trail Maintenance Estimates

$
$
$

ATV/Quad rider days
% purchasing trail pass
Price of trail pass
Revenue collected
Total trail pass revenues

$

$53,504.10

52,800.00

$15,000.00
$75,000.00

$180,000.00

$20,000.00

$135,000.00

(199,564.10)

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

(157,469.40)

$20,000.00

$30,000.00

Web presence/social media
Trail map/collateral
Mobile application development
Local/regional club involvement
Summer festival

Net income/(loss)

$60,000.00

$75,000.00

Marketing/promotion:
Winter festival

$72,364.10

$35,669.40

$

$

6600
40%
10.00 $
26,400.00 $

26,400.00

Total of grooming and
maintenance

$

$

(133,301.80)

$185,000.00

$10,000.00
$40,000.00
$10,000.00
$60,000.00

$15,000.00

$50,000.00

$97,926.80

$26,588.00

$71,338.80

$

9975
50%
15.00 $
74,812.50 $

74,812.50

(72,272.25)

$105,000.00

$5,000.00
$50,000.00

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

$40,000.00

$124,378.50

$35,205.00

$89,173.50

157,106.25

$

10972.5
50%
15.00 $
82,293.75 $

$

Comments

(5,389.50)

$82,500.00
(5

$2,500.00
$35,000.00 As the festival gains momentum, Corporate sponsorsh
contribute to the event, thereby reducing core costs to
organizers.

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

$35,000.00 As the festival gains momentum, Corporate sponsorsh
contribute to the event, thereby reducing core costs to
organizers.

$143,337.00

$24,439.00

$118,898.00 GRRT = 419.58 Km’s : Grooming capacity of 12Km’s/h
hrs x $85/hr = $2,972.45per groom x 40 groomings (=
week for 5 months) x 30% in year 1, x 45% in year 2,
year 3, x 75% in year 4. 100% thereafter.

220,447.50

12069.75
50%
20.00
120,697.50

9975
50%
20.00 Pricing structure to be determined - option for day pass
pass etc.
99,750.00

Year 5

9975
50%
15.00 $
74,812.50

Year 4

9975
50%
15.00 $

149,625.00

Year 3

6600
40%
10.00 $

$18,860.00

$35,669.40

13,200.00

3300
20%
10.00 $
6,600.00 $

6,600.00

3300
20%
10.00 $

Year 2

On going trail maintenance per schedule

Maintenance:
Winter trail grooming

$

$

Year 1

Revenue collected

Revenues:
Voluntary trail pass sales
Snowmobile rider days
% purchasing trail pass
Price of day-use trail pass

Operating Budget Estimates

7/25/2012 22:26

Gold Rush SnowmobileTrail - Operating Budget

Appendix G – Summary Revenues/Operating Expenses

